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NOMENCLATURE 
Crotovinas, also Krotovinas (Common in Russian .. literature) refer to 
translocated soil in tubular streaks within soil hor.izons. Their 
presence are generally credited to rodents (Joffe {36), Brewer. (14) )o 
Glossic Tongues consist. of bleached soil coming from .. a: light colored 
albic horizon which generally lies immediately above the subsoil (Soil 
Classification USDA 1960). 
Argillic horizon is the eluviated clay accumulation.in.the illu'V'iated 
horizon (Soil Classification USDA 1960). 
Mollie epipedon is a dark colored horizon generally.comprising the 
surface horizon, a characteristic associated with the-highly fertile 
grassland soils. A detailed description is given in the section on 
soil classification also in Soil Classification USDA.1967 and later. 
Pedon is a three dimension body of soil large enough.to allow a study 
of the true nature of any horizon represented in·the particular soil 
(Soil Classification USDA 1960). 
Thermic is soil temperature within.a range of 15? to 22°c occurring 




A vast area of land.comprising parts of Missouri,·Kansas, Oklahoma, 
Texas and Louisiana is dotted·intermittently.with small slightly domed 
oval shaped mounds. In size they average about 15 meters in diameter 
and less than one meter in height. Common dens±ties range between one 
and four thousand to the square mile. Similar areas.are found in 
California, Washington, .Oregon, Wy.oming,Colorado, Idaho, South Dakota, 
Minnesota,and in many other.parts of .the.world •. Fenneman(26) referred 
to these mounds as .. ".pimpled .. plains,'' .Nikiforoff (57) _ "Hogwallows," 
"Micro relief"; and Scheffer (76) "Mima mounds". These mounds have 
long been a curiosity to observers. Many hypotheses•- have suggested 
their origin with none .widely · ..accepted •. Veatch · (89). citing hypotheses 
of origin .included .human,. ants, .burrowing animals, flood currents, 
gradual erosion, spring or ·aqueous volcanoes due to .artesian pressure, 
gas vents, eruption from uneven pressures of wet'clay· and sand, low 
dunes and root wads. 
Branner (10) suggested··.mounds were remains of· fish nests. Mud 
lumps, large concretions.and:the polygonal clay shrd.nkage erosion 
pattern.were evaluated by Melton (50). Pewe (65.) and Newcomb (56) 
favored a glacial or preglacial orig·in.. Pewe (6.2.). observed mounds in 
Alaska and ascribed the :phenomenon· occurred .fr.om iee wedges in cracks 
bulging the ,centers of polygons... Joffe (36) accounted ·for formation of 
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mounds in the Arctic region resulting from liquid mud eruptions and 
soil blisters due to ice. Dalquest and Scheffer (20) concluded the 
mounds of Thurston County, Washington were built by the pocket gopher 
(Thomomys ~alpoides). This hypothesis has been supported by Koons (39); 
Price (64, 65): Arkley and Brown (2), and has been advanced to the areas 
of the pocket gopher Geomys. Scheffer (77) in a monograph concluded 
that other fossorial rodents as well as gophers may build mounds on thin 
or poorly drained soils. Breckenridge and Tester (12) suggested the 
Manitoba toads (Bufo hemiophrys) be considered in the origin of the 
mounds. 
There are perhaps several kinds of mounds stemming from various 
origins. The type of mound considered in this report is shown in 
.(Figure 1). 
This paper contains information on mounded soils in relation to 
climate, vegetation, biological activity and presents an hypothesis for 
the origin of the mounds. 
In the study the search for the origin of the.mounds is secondary 
to determining the true nature of soil pedons associated in and adjacent 
to the mounds. The report emphasizes special soil .. characteristics 
associated in the mounds and.compares these features to soils of the 
interspace. Mounded soils and soils.of the associated interspace are 
classified according to dif.f.erentia criteria of the 7th Approximation, 
the classification system currently in use, developed. by the Soil Survey 
Staff USDA (85). 
Over a million acres of.land containing mounds·in Eastern Oklahoma 
are in areas of soil.survey programs~ The associated soils have not 
been extensively investigated. 
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• Figure 1. Mound excavated in Site I of this study. 
Special attributes of mounded soils may accommodate more special-
ized cropping . than the associated intermound should there be a demand. 
The peculiar uniform spacing pattern of the mounds in a landscape may 
conveniently be exploited for a favorable use as a fruit or t r uck crop 
area. Some of the superior attributes of the mounded soils r ecorded 
in this report may, with some knowledge of their origin, be i mplemented 
in other soils for improvement or restriction of degradation. 
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Major Area of Study 
The study was conducted primarily in an area ex.tending between 10 
and 40 kilometers north of Eufaula. The area comprises·a southern part 
of Muskogee and"a northern part .. of Mcintosh.cou;nties·Ok.lahoma. Knechtel 
(38) placed the .present- stage of .geomorphic .development:.of the associa-
ted.region to be no older.than latePleistocene. Rocks that underlie 
the sites are of the Pennsylvanian. geological. system •.. These rocks are 
interbedded gray silty to sandy shales, .siltstone.,_.hrown limestone and 
medium. grained sandstone (Meeks (47), Neff (54) ) • Associated soils 
are of the Taloka, Parson, Dennis, Bates, Collinsville, Talihina, 
Okemah, Choteau series (Gray.and Galloway (31) ). Dominant slopes 
associated with the mounds in the area·are nearly level to gently 
sloping ... The general..s.lope .. is .northeastward •. :Associated elevation is 
about 180 meters above sea level. The climate .is .a temperate, 
continental, .moist, subhumid. type. Climatic data for Eufaula, summa-
rized in the records of the U.S. Weather Bureau, list the annual mean 
0 precipitation as 105.Slcm with· th,e!]lean annual .temperature as 16.6 c. 
Tall grass prairies .comprise. the study.areas.~: Forested landscapes 
bordering.local streams and·on rough·br.oken upland.lie--within a short 
distance, 
A mound in a 3.25ha native-meadow located.in the northeast quarter 
of section 31, t. 13 N., R. 17 E. Muskogee County,, Oklahoma was used as 
the nucleus of the study (Figure 2).. Site I encompasses the mound with 
side dimensions of thirty meters. The 3.25ha meadow contained 46 
mounds having ·a similar size and appearance •.. Other areas containing 
mounds were examined and· compared with .the mound of Site I. 
Figure 2. Aerial photograph of the 3.25 ha 
meadow in which the major part o·f 
the study was conducted. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Man and the Mounds 
The possibility of man constructing mounds has long been pondered. 
Scholars researched history over a century past for the existence of 
mound builder tribes. President William Henry Harrison once wrote, 
"They were a numerous people". Controversy that raged caused congress 
in 1881 to provide a special allocation to study the mysterious domes. 
This investigation did remove some myths. Some effigies were pronounced 
fakes as related in the Bureau of Ethnology's Twelfth Annual Report 
and other facts unveiled showed no single race of people was responsible 
for the occurrence of the mound (Silverberges (82) ). 
Resulting from early postulation of massive migrations of man to 
the Southwest, mounds are often grouped together by those speculating 
a. human origin. Artifacts of early man have been unearthed mostly in 
association with large mounds that are also termed tumuli. Spiro mounds 
of Oklahoma; .Miamisburg, .Ohio mounds; Grove Creek mounds of Virginia; 
Etowah Tomlin group in Georgia; Kings mounds in Kentucky; and Cahokia 
group in Illinois are sites obviously occupied by early man. These 
mounds are not numerous and generally have gigantic measurements in 
comparison to the small mounds of the prairies which occur in densities 
of several thousand.to the square mile. Leconte (42) referred to these 
mounds as "Prairie mounds and Hog"'-wallows." Fenneman (26) referred to 
these as "pimpled plains •. " Scheffer (76) referred. to them as the 
"Mima mounds'.'. Melton. (50) .referred to them as "natural mounds" 
and concluded densities were too great to be contributed by an human 
population.that was known to exist. 
Ants and.the Origin of the"Natural Mounds" 
The hypothesis, by Hilgard (33), credited ants.with·the construe-
tion of the mounds. Based on observations made.:during :a .reconnaissance 
of Louisiana in 1869, he concluded that the only reasonable explanation 
of the origin of the mounds .in Louisiana was due to the work of ants. 
In his summation he raised the question as.to how the.once teaming 
population of the area.came to be removed. Climate could not be 
* considered because ant hills built 'by the "Atta" leaf cutting ants are 
now found in parts of Texas. Veatch (89) quoted Mr, E. A. Schwarz of 
the National Museum, reporting that'.Atta ant hills in Cuba reach a 
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height of 3 to 3. 5 meters with a lateral diameter several times greater. 
This is in contrast. to ant .hills in Texas, . reported ·.by Dr. W. M. Weeler, 
which reach a height of 31 to 62 cm. Veatch (89) reports the "white 
ants" (termites) of South America, .-Africa and.Australia build mounds 
consisting of mud.mixed with vegetable matter which upon decay could 
well give·rise to the high porosity found in the mound soils of the 
Gulf region. . The. ant Termes. bellico.sus prefers soil.s of a clay texture 
to use for their building material. However, in Africa studies show 
ant-made structures.have long axes pointing.north.and·south so enabling 
more radiation of the ,sun to.keep the walls dry. 
Ants are selective in materials used in their structures. This 
variation of materials is not known in tlte mounds in.Eastern Oklahoma, 
(Figure 3). 
Figure 3. Ant structures examined in Eastern 
Oklahoma consist mostly of ir-0n and 
manganese concretions. 
Fish Nest Mounds 
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Branner (10) discussed the Pacific Coast mounds and .listed the fish 
nest hypothesis. Bik (9) in a geological survey of Canada, Ottawa, 
Ontario reported shell fragments in mounds. Bernar.d (8) concl uded that 
colonies of crabs probably constructed the mounds . . in the Colorado 
Matagarda Delta. Arkley (1) reported the shovel-nosed sharks have been 
suggested to be responsible for the construction of mounds when the land 
was submerged. Branson (11) concluded that all mounds are on geological 
deposits no older than late Pleistocene. No inundations have occurred 
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in Eastern Oklahoma within.this .period of :geological time. 
Ice and:Glacial.Ageneies and Mounds 
Newcomb . (55) reports that::. the 11Mima:·.ma>unds'!:~ ;.'.Churst.on:.County Region, 
Washington., must ,hav:e .been del;'.iv:ed from gla.cial .. forces'.. These mounds 
are described as .containing .black silt, sand, .. and .. p.ebb:ly gravel. The 
material is friable loose and.lacking.in clay or.plastic constituents. 
He does not give a depth for the soil. He also reports .that the black 
silt contains pebbles to a maximum.of· 3.8cm in diameter~ The silt of 
the .mounds is essentially the same in composition, .texture, and struc-
ture as the soils that mantle.the area. Sizes .of·the "Mima mounds" 
range·from less than l to about 2.S·meters in height. 
The frost polygons of .. the Arctic are found. in marsh areas where 
soil is subject to freezing and thawing •.. Pewe ( 62). described mounds in 
the Fairbanks, Alaska .area. He described the Alaska:mo.unds varying in 
diameter from about 3 to 9 meters and .less than .1 to .about 2 .5 meters 
in height. He concluded that these mounds were .formed f:rom the melting 
of a network of ice wedges in the .ground~-. When the. network of ice 
wedges lie .in .a. polygonal netwo.rk pattern, , the ground .in the center of 
the ice network is left standing·.to form mounds.; .. Bik.(9) reported 
references stating mounds.in.Canada .. ,to.hav.e diameters.: .. of 460 meters. 
He reported measurements of .. 185m ·in diameter and ... 9m .. hi.gh. Hubbs. (35) 
suggests .. the sizes of mounds.diminish·.t.oward the.equator. Joffe (36) 
discusses entrapment of frozen water whiclL·exerts .a .pressure to raise 
mounds like gigantic blisters in the ;Tundra region.. Some of these 
mounds were reported to be more than 6 .meters high,. all being full of 
ice or water, and .where the water escapes, large caverns occur. Liquid 
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mud erupting,, to .. the surface forms another type. of .. motmd ·.in the Arc tic 
regions. Newcomb.(56) and Ritchie (71) relate a cendit.ionof extreme 
washing between ice,.remnants which left· a soil .standing::.to .. form mounds, 
These .hypotheses .have.merit. for the Arctic.. region.aruLperha.ps for some 
areas affected.by the.Pleistocene, gls.cier,s obut .. ±s:n.o:t:.t.hought to have 
any significance .for. the .. many .. areas . containing. m(!).unds in the non-
glaciated regions of the United States .(Melton, (50) ) , 
Spring and Gas Vents 
Veatch (88) mentioned the hypothesis that .gas. vents .were responsible 
fo-r the developmcnit of the "Natural mounds", . This .. idea was prompted 
by the large amount of vegetation buried in the coastal plains strata 
which may have produced .gases ·.with. associated artesian water, which 
upon eruption to the .surface, .. leaves low fine sand cones ... As he pointed 
out, there are .places. on the .. coastal plains. :wher.e; these small sandy 
cones have developed, namely, near· Sulphur . City, L.ottisiana and near 
Teneha in N0rtheast Texas. ·· Sheph·er.{81) described .low sp.ring cones in 
Southern Missouri. Veatch "reported·.the.e:euptio.ns: .. of:gas:and water, or 
water alone which produced small mounds in. the .ar.ea .o.L the New Madrid 
earthquake of 1811-12, 
Hydro.static .Pressure Eruptions 
Nikiforoff (57) theorized that mou,n.ds .:wer.e .. form:ed::by hydrostatic 
pressures coming .from lower soil horizons, pushing ,.sod;l: to the surface 
through "windows" in. "hardpan'! .soils. Retzer (69). studied soils 
associated with .mounds. in San :Joaquin:Valley, Califarnia, .. a.nd determined 
the possible mode of origin came.from .subsurface mud,flow. Arkley and 
Brown (2) ruled this theory out .of .their California.study because no 
vents existed through the "hardpan" soils under the mounds which they 
studied. 
Wind Erosion - Dune Hypotheses 
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A wind origin was suggested for mounds by Featherman in 1872 (25). 
His hypothesis favored a whirlwind .deposit. Clendenis in 1896 (17) 
favored a dune deposit.for the origin.of the mounds. Veatch (88) 
discussed the possibility of. the mounds being .. formed· by wind. Shaw (79) 
credited wind transportation and deposition. The.dune.hypothesis is 
based on the resemblance of these ''Natural mounds'' .to. the low dunes 
which have been formed .in arid regions of the West around clumps of 
bush vegetation. Such similarity is among mounds adjacent to the Pecos 
River in Southwestern Texas. Veatch· (88) reported:.that:Hayes concluded 
that the mounds of Southeastern Texas .were deposited by wind after 
comparing them to low mounds, clearly due to wind action, 25 to 35 km 
southwest of Green River City, Wyoming.. G. K. Gilbert furnished 
pictures for Veatch's report on these low circular.dunes found in White 
Valley, Western.Utah. Barnes. (5) studied the mounds near San Diego, 
California and believed shrubs caused development of mounds with the 
action of wind ·and water. 
Malde (44), (45) described mounds in.the Western Snake River Plain, 
Idaho as being surrounded with pavement and many .. tabular.stones consist-
ing of basalt rock. Leconte (42). compared. similar mounds of Washington 
and Oregon. Bretz (13) and Freeman (28) referred.to the mounds in 
Washington as scabland mounds. Freeman reported crops flourish on the 
mounds. He contended these mounds were found only where pits occur in 
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the basalt. The mounds·.w:ere .hypothesized·:to ,have: fa1mted· .. hy accumulation 
of soil blown into the pits •. Vegetatien.-.gll!owing.:i::e.taiued:·wind·blown 
material ,which. formed .. Ehe;.;meund.;. .. Olms;t:ed :.(S8):.ga11e.:;.a~:sd.milar. conclusion 
of these mounds -On the:Golumbia:~ . .Lava ;.P..la:t;eaa ... b.ut,. pe·iJ:l,ted.:· out. that 
Waters and .Flagler .. (9.2) at.udied . the '.basalt,,.·.surfac.e.:.and. denied the 
depressions: .existed ...... Pzi:pe;i:;,: (63) eoneluded that thes.e mounds were 
decaying basalt. caps •.. These. eaps ,were,l.eft .. when' flowing water wore 
away,less,stable.surrounding rock. 
· Water Erosion Hypothesis 
In a geological .survey ·of·:LeFlore.County, .. O.kla.b.ema,,,::I{nechtel (37) 
describes .mounds' ingene-ral.as ranging·.;fro:m:.3Lto.91cm·:high. and about 
15 meters in diameter. They eeeur:with a .. d·ensitJLof .4,.000 to an. area 
of.1.609 square kilometers, .. They .. are .. found:on:silty.soil, and some 
soils contain smalL pebbles. compesed of .. limC!l.rtite ...... :,The. soil at the base 
of the ''Natural.mounds" rests abEuptly .. on .. a<subh.e.ri·zon .. that is nearly 
level .and consists .of soiL.that:.is·~firmer .and.light.et in color than that 
composing the mounds. 
KnechteL.believed . that the·mounds .,were. formed:·since the region 
attained essentially~ its· present ,stage of :geomcn:,phi.e·.de.velopment which 
would place . their age .ne:,older: than:.late Pleiste.e.eI:Ua •.. Re favored the 
views .of Melton (48).,· believing·: the..moands.' .. to. be~.tilie:,.resUlt of a network 
of small streams •.. Krini.tzsky (40).,. Waters .. and .. Flagle.r:, (92), Holdredge 
and Wood. (34) concluded .from .their research .. tha.t·:.w:ater.:erosion or action 
of small meandering:' streams'<de.veloped the mounds.: .. 
Krinitzsky- (40). .. theorized .that - the .m.oumds ,were;.formed from. ripple 
action of. f.lowtng .. water ~: ·• Gangmark. (29) · th~oriz.ed,. the ,mounds were formed 
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by variations of velocities.:of floodwaters with dewn.s.tr:.eam areas shel-
tered by vegetation .forming .mounds .• : .. The .water eros.ion:.hypothesis was 
ruled out by .. Arkley and.Brown ... (2) ... b.ecause.it.didn,'t:.explain.the related, 
similar dome .shape of. the many- small-, uNatural mounds", 
Clay Shrinkage,,-,. Polygon System 
Purdue (68) observed. the "Natural mounds 1.lh1 .Ar,Jmns:as. and attribut..-
ed ground water. action on .the·.elayey. sub.layers. to the.tr development, 
Here the clayey textured subsoil .was saturated with water during wet 
seasons, He was confident .that. the·· questicm wo.uld~be .. answered as to 
origin by studying the climatic,eonditions where .. :the.mounds occur. 
Knechtel (38) had a similar hypothesis as to the origin:of the mounds, 
suggesting .. it to be related to a shrinkage . .,,,. polygon .,syst:.em. This, he 
suggests, is related to cracks in the underlying claypan~:At first the 
cracks were everywhere, then as they :,were gradually. w:idened by erosion 
the corners of the blocks were rounded .and, .as a .result, a new mound 
was formed. 
Hallsworth et. al., (32) describe:d:the gilgaLse.ils in Australia 
in which small rounded ''puffs'.' have. formed at intervals in the clayey 
soils, The - optimum. development.ow-as .assoeiated . .:.with: the swelling 
capacity of.·clay. Bellis,.(7) describ.·ed .. the.tropic.aL,hlack clays of 
Kenya to contain mounds ... 15. to .30 cm in height and 18 to 46 cm in 
diameter. Washburn (91) compa:red.similar occurrene.es in the Polar 
region with some having .an accumulation. of gravel .and .. rock sorted in 
some areas along. the borders. in. a .polygan .. manner. Rescee (73) reported 
large nonsorted polygons . on steep·. slopes. in:: the-Arn.tare tic, Scheff er 
(76), describing the mounds in. the·.prairies of Western Washington, 
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ment.ioned .hollows ,between the .mounds~a1ce :f.illed.:.with.:eobblestones up to 
the size of a football. 
Mud.Lump Hypothesis 
Along .the lower . part. of:. the Mi·ssissippLRiver:.mud~· .. i.umps: have been 
depositedcby:water. These mud:lumps:.fo.rm.smalLmoullds. .. on the flood 
plains. Mud. lumps have.,a special structure, .. Soil..high in. clay is 
rolled into .a ball. that. has an ,arrangement · .. of "a.nion: skin"~ Melton (50) · 
disposes of.· this .. hypothesis beeause ::no ·.similar. strueture is noted in 
the:many mounds in Louisiana and Texas • 
. Uprooting of Trees 
. The hypothesis·. that the !'Natural mounds'.' :were: f.armed··by: the uproot-
ing of·. trees· was·· suggested.".by Farnsworth.: (24); He made. the supposition 
that. the large mass of soil' would·. be left~ to:. form.: the. mound after the 
tree,deeayed •. This hypothes.is·losessupport.·.by Melton.(50) because of 
the large size of the·mounds.,and the·:laek:ef evidenee .. of tree growth 
in .many·: areas containing mounds. 
'Large Concretions 
Spellman·· (83)' observed ,the "NaturaLmeun.ds." af<M±.ssourL and con-
cluded .their :origin· eame··fr.om: the deeay·.of·~great:. s.uhearboniferous 
limestone coneretions; ·: ·His: observations .were::.made;,:.in. Southwestern 
·Missouri.· He'' theorized ··that· the· 1arge:"1.ime .c.eonereti.ons contained 
flint :.whieh by-being·,more: resistant-:-. to :weathering: .. was:o• left. in place to 
form' the mound : .. gradually;:: : Aeearding::: to ::his~ report.; :some:· fragments of 
flint stones·were found:in·the.mounds·,of that.region~. ·one interesting 
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feature he reported· was .. that· the mounds";1were more :.productive than the 
intermound areas. Co1:n; if planted for·a first crop.after the. land was 
cleared, would be: twice· as tall as on.the intermc,und~areas. Branner 
(10) .also. attributed:.the .development .of·.mounds ,to: .. lime concretions. 
Analyses .of: mounded:. andLintermound:: soils: by-Prof •. C. A •. Merritt, 
· University of .Oklahoma~: showed ·:no·. appa:rent·:.difference·:between the two 
areas. Both samples were· low= .. in lime' (Melton (50) ) • 
· Natural Mounds·, and :;.Pocket: Gophers·\{Family Geomyidae) 
Dalquest and Scheffer (20) attribated· the ··origin of::mounds on the 
Mima Prairies, Thurston:·.eounty; Washington·· to": the.· pocket gopher. 
Thomomys. ·· Scheffer~ (76) ·used: the-name· "Mima:meu'nds~:'. in· referring. to 
this type ef·mound· in-various· areas· of:::the::United.~States·.· = In studying 
the "Natural mounds''· of·· Louisiana, '.Koons: (39) · gaveLeretiit of develop.,-
. ment to .. the pocket gopher @eemys. =. · Priee· (64) alslir: suppo')rted the gopher 
hypothesis.·· Arkley and· Brow:rv (2) concluded, aft.er a: lengthy study of 
mounds in certain parts of California, .. that the::pocket gophers are 
undoubtedly·. the build er.s of the. mounds~-· .Mel ton , (50}:. ruled. out the 
gopher hypothesis , on the: has.is'- that:.it ... would. requcire .. ,a.:.concerted. action 
of a large.·number of burrowing animals to build.:.the:.mounds a11d that 
concerted work,is· insufficient.to· preduee the:.m.etmdsc .. today. Newcomb 
(56), objecting· to· the gopher:.hypothes·es,,·;.deserib,ed.:.observance of the 
rodents· flatten:lng the•mounds :on::the·.R:ock· Prairi:e:-r.egien:of. Washington 
·· and cited· Nikiforoff (57) ,. observ.ed:·ground: sqa'irreL:degr:ad.i.ng. mounds of 
the Great .Valley-·of Galifornia;.\.'. Seh~ffer 06}=.:poiU'ted::..out: that. pocket 
· gophers were not .. in· the·Mima: Prairies·,· but: that:-.this:a.rea. contained 
evidence of having been occupied·. by- them previously. 
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Ma-nitobaToadsand·the Mounds 
Breckenridge ,and/fester.,. (12). found:':in .studying.;;:Ue;~.M&nitoba. toad 
Rufo. hemiophrys that" the· .. mounds .. were·,.u·sed:,in~ hiber;!!&~~nn~ ;.-:The number of 
toads that was found=.te, .• utilize:a mound.:.i,13..: this: i.ec,a.tion .of Minnesota 
was 225 and leads::to tla:a:sUt.g:g,~tlion they. be .. consider.ed. in· the origin of 
the m.qunds •. ,.Tester. and .Breckenridge: (86). in .a .later study reported 
numbers. occupying 5 mounds in the.winter:e£: 19.62 .was 2.;.324. Less than 
one .. pe:r;cent of the·,number·· came,.ffom·the:assoe0iated intermound area. 
Geograpmy of the Study Areas 
The fieldcstudy of :mounds ·was co.ndacted:,in: the. southwestern part 
of· Muskogee'County·.and .the:·.northern.:part~;of,·:Me.In:tos:h. .. County which is in 
the eastern part of:Oklahoma.;.:.: The:.elevatien·:.varies between 150 and 
200 meters above sea level. 
Common slopes associated with landscapes containing.mounds range 
from nearly level to gently.sloping. Occasionallylandscapes with 
slopes greater than 5 percent are found containingmounds. 
The slopes of Site I are nearly level. Runoff is·m~dium to slow 
with no discernible drainage pattern. 
Geology 
Rocks that lie below the regolith in'.the.landscape. of Site I are 
of the Boggy unit of the Des Moines series of.the Pennsylvanian 
geological system. The Boggy formation averages about 500 feet thick 
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in the general area. It consists of medium grained, tan to brownish 
sandstone, siltstone and gray to dark gray shale (Meeks (47), Neff (54), 
Bell (6) ). Shale was encountered beneath the soil solum of Site I. 
Climate 
A temperate, cont.inental, moist, sub humid type of climate prevails 
in the area ·where the mounded soils were studied. The mean annual 
0 precipitation is 105.51 cm with a mean annual temperature of 16.6 C, 
The spring months are the wettest season (Table I). 
The mounds in Oklahoma are closely associated with the 101.6 cm 
plus rainfall belt. The soils of the intermound areas of Site I are 
saturated with water at some season during the year. As indicated by 
the degree of soil mottling, the mounded soils are no.t commonly 
saturated in the upper fringes of the mollic epipedon. The Thornthwaite 
annual P-E index is about 68 for the location. 
Plants 
Soils occurring in the study area developed under a cover of 
herbaceous plants.consisting mostly of tall grasses. The small upland 
streams that form the drainage system of the upland prairies are 
generally surrounded by trees. Rough broken areas that lie within 5 to 
10 kilometers are also forested. The·forest consists mostly of 
deciduous trees. In the local region mounds occur primarily under 
prairie type vegetation. Invasion of trees occurs on a few border 
areas, Vegetation measurements were made.of Site I which showed 















































Time pertaining to . soil weathering in the- mound·· and·· intermound is 
considered.a constant·factor. Kneehtel (38) placed the age of the 
surface containing moundsinthe,associated region.to be no older 
than late Pleistocene. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY 
Procedures of the Field Study 
Literature pertaining to mounds was reviewed and compared to the 
areas studied in the field. 
Mound distribution in.Oklahoma was studied,by use of aerial 
photographs, Published Soil Survey Reports, literature review and the 
assistance of Soil Scientists who worked in the various areas. Distribu-
tion of mounds was plotted on climatography maps.of Oklahoma (recorded 
1960 U.S. Weather Bureau), Mounds sampled were in an area extending 
between 10 and 40 kilometers north of Eufaula in Muskogee and Mcintosh 
Counties Oklahoma. The area selected for the nucl.eus of the study was 
in consideration of its well managed condition and .. its represE1,ntation 
of the type of soil and landscape asseciated with.tnQunds. Past manage-
ment used the 3 .25ha native meadow elected for the study for hay 
production with no records of fertilizer applications in the past 25 
years. 
The location of the meadow is in .the southwestern .. part of Muskogee 
County, Oklahoma in.the Northeast one fourth of the Northeast quarter 
of Section 31, T. 13N., R.17E. 
Elevations and locations of the 46 moundsin.the 3.25ha meadow 
were surveyed by. using ·a., tr an.sit. Backhoe' e<:J:uipment .was employed in 
making excavations (Figur-~· 4). 
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The mound of Site· I was· excavated with .a pr.ima..ry.,.e:m.trenchment of a 
90 degree direction. from true north and a seeondary.,entrenchment in a 
180 degree.direction from .ttue-nerth.. The seeonda.rysexeavation did not 
intercept the north. wall of the primary exeavation ... : T.he · depth of the 
excavation was' 220. cm •. Foi;- comparisea: an .in.termoundL.excavation was 
made .to a similar depth.located 15.meters at· 270.deg'i!ees. from true 
north from the center of the. mound·. .Referel"le.e ·number,s were placed at 
intervals of:_ 1.5 meters.· throughout .the excavations .•. Zero marked the 
intermound excavation w:i,.th numbers one.through n.Lne..located in the 
mound •. Location. three ,was located in .:about the center of the mound 
(Figure 5). 
Using a-transit, a.profilesurvey.eompaEed the"pesition of soil 
horizons.and,special.features,in·the mounded soils to.the intermound 
soils. 
Percentages of worm casts were ,determined .,b-y .. meas-uring exposures 
intercepting ·a vertdcal. transect. Nine soil pedens .. were described in 
the mound and one ·in the in.termound •. Samples were-. collected from 
representative· pedons • numbered O and .3 •· Bulk densi.ty. samples were 
taken with a 68. 75 cc volume core sampler., Bulk d.e.nsity samples were 
taken in.soil horizons,of .pedons numbersO.and,3 in Site I; other bulk 
density samples were ,taken·,in- triplicate at a depth of· 23 cm in 9 
different .mounds and .associated -inte:rmounds .of ,five d.if.ferent. land:-
scapes. ,vegetation was .measured hy a random methed .•.. Vegetation in 9 
square meters .from four mounds aad '.foul:· assoe·iated ... in:terspaces was 
clipped· and .air dried, to determine :ave1cage ,:forage, .. ,wei.ghts,. Quadrats 
clipped were alternated~on. three,transect ·lines,extending across the 
site. 
Figure 5. Excavations- of. the. .mound .-and.:.-inte.nneund _ of S.ite ,a L ,. Q _ represents the 




Vegetation composition .percentages ;Were determi:liled:.by .transects of 
four different mounds and equal .area:of inters:paee ... ,.a,J:liants: counted 
were 'those nearest ·each .meter.marking,.en the.,m.eas1:Lt1ing"'.;tapes. stretched 
across .the,site .,locatiens. , .. The ,seleeted .. transee.ts ... wer-e:: .. pos.i.tioned 1.5 
meters apart ,across the .seleeted·:mo:und and interspace. 
· 'Laboratory Meehods ·and Procedures 
Soil samples for chemic.al; mineralogical and.:.physical analysis 
were air dried and .processed .. to pass a 2 tnm'''s·ereen .•.. Mechanical 
analyses were determined.:·by- procedures· 'oudined. by: Day.- (22) .• The pH 
of the soil was determined. on a 1: 1.: soil.,.water paste and on a 1: 1 soil-
Kcl mixture using a Cerning.pR,mete1: .. Exchan.geable.,sod:ium, potassium, 
calcium and .. magnesiuiir,were·,dete:nntned ·by .leach±ng;.a. s.0:i:l. sample with 
neutral IN ammonium acetate.. Sodium: and. potassium,,we.re.'determined with 
a Perkin.,.Elmer ,./1:303 atomic absorption spectrophot;.ometer.; Calcium and 
magnesium were determined. by .. the ,EDTA. me.thod (84) .•.. SoiLo.rganic matter 
was determined: by-the ,potassium',aiehromate wet combustion method of 
Schollenber.ger: (78) • Exchangeable. hydrogen,.was, determined. by the 
barium· · chi.oride-.triethanolamine.,methed ,of Peeeh.; et·al. (61). Total 
phosphorus determinations:were.,made ,by .digestd:<!>n .. of .. the soil. with 
· perchloric (72%)- acid .according .to:· the Shelton and .Harper procedure 
(80). 
The -molybdemeous blue ,color was .developed .,lay.·using .. the ascorbic 
acid reduction· pr.ocedure .. ,. · Bulk. density. santples. wer.e.,ovan dried. and bulk 
density determinationswere·made:.in;theilaboratory (84). 
CHAPTER IV 
LOCATIONS OF SITES CONTAINING MOUNDED SOILS AND 
DESCRIPTIONS OF SOIL PEDONS 
Locations of-mounded·Soils in Muskogee 
and Mclntosh·Counties Oklahoma 
Pedons ·described: are· representative of· the':soils: associated w:i,th 
mounds· in the general area of· the· study'.· Site· I;· which w:a.s · the nucleus 
of the study, has slopes of· less· than 1 ··percent~·· · Other landscapes 
similar to Site I are located as follows: 
4 4 4 Site I - Located in NE , NE , · NE ·Sec~ 31, · T ~ ·· 13N:~ ~ R~: l 7E, Muskogee 
County, Oklahoma 
NE4, NE4·sec. 5, T. 12N., R~ 17E~ Mcintosh County, 
Oklahoma 
Soils occurring in this type of landscape include Taloka & Parson 
soil series, 
These sites represent soils associated with mounds .. on landscapes 
ranging from l to 5 percent slopes. The.site, designated as Site II 
is representative of.soils and mounds associated with this type of 
landscape. Sites containing this similar landscape. and soils are 
as follows: 
Site II - Located in sw4 NE4 Sec. 27, T .12N., R, l 7E. Mcintosh County, 
Oklahoma 
N2 NE4, NW4, Sec. 29, T.12N. R.17E. Mcintosh 
C~unty, Ok!ahoma 
E , NE, NW, Sec. 27, T.12N,, R.16E. Mcintosh 
County, Oklahoma 
Soils associated with landscapes similar to site II.include Dennis, 
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Bonham, Choteau, and Okemah soil series. 
Site III represents soils associated with shallow .. depths to sand-
stone or shale. In Site III slopes were 1 to 12 percent range. with 
the rapid d.rop resulting .from an.abrupt grade on the east side of. the 
site to the valley below. 'l'his type of site.is associated with the 
upper rims of the valleys. Representative, sites are as follows: 
Site III - is located 320 meters east and.8 meters .south.of the north-
west corner Sec. 27, T.13N~, R.16E. Soils oecurring in this type of 
landscape include Collinsville and Bates soil series. 
Pedon Description 
Site I - Intermouii:d -S'oil ··peaon iNo ~- · EJ 
(Colors are for moist soil unless otherwise ~~ated). 
All - 0 to 9 inches (0-,,19 .cm), .very dark grayish .. brown .(lOYR 3/2)silt 
loam;. grayish .brown. (lOYR 5/2); weak fine .. granular structure; 
friable .. wh.en moist; few distinct dark.brown mot.tles; abundant 
fibrous roots; poi::ous; common worm casts; :pH. 5.5; gradual 
boundary. 
Al2 - 9 to 18 inches. (23-,46 cm), dark grayish brown (lOYR. 4 .5/2) 
silt loam; .. light brownish .. gray (lOYR 6/2}-when·.dry; weak fine 
granular structure; friable. when moist; :commp,n fine distinct 
reddish brown (5YR .4/3) mottles; common :w.orm casts; many 
fibrous root; pH 5.5; smooth clear boundary 
A21 - 18 to 26 inches (46-66 cm), brown.(lOYR 5./3) loam; very pale 
brown (lOYR 7 /3) when dry; weak medium granular structure; 
friable;. tnany fine distinct ydlowish brown mottles; few fine 
hard and.soft brown concretions; few.worm casts; pH 5.0; 
gradual boundary. 
A22cn - 26 to 31 inches (66-79 cm), light brownish:.gray (lOYR 6/2.) 
silt loam; light gray (lOYR 7 /2) when dry; me.derate medium 
granular structure; friable when moist; .many fine .distinct 
stl;'ong brown (7.5YR 5/6) mottles; many·soft . .and hard, fine 
and medium concretions; porous; few fine roots; few worm 
casts; pH 5.0; .smooth abrupt boundary. 
B2ltcn - 31 to 43 inches (79-,109 cm), grayish brown .. (lOYR 5./2). silty 
clay loam; light brownish gray. (lOYR .. 6/2) when· dry; moderate 
medium blocky structure; very firm when moist;.thin.continuous 
clay films-on ped faces; common medium.distinct strong brown 
(7 .SYR 5/6) and a few fine distinct red .... (2 .• 5YR.,4/8). mottles; 
common hard brown and black concretions; .pH 6.0; gradual 
boundary. 
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B22tcn - 43 to 55 inches (109-140 cm),. grayish. brown (lOYR .. 5/2). silty 
clay loam; light brownish gray. (lOYR 6/2) when dry; moderate 
medium blocky structure; very firm when moist;.:thin contiru.ious 
clay films on. ped faces; common medium .. c;l.is.tinct. strong brown 
B3cn 
c 
(7 .5YR 5/6) and few fine red (2 .. 5YR 4./8) .mottles; few fine and 
medium concretions in soil. mass; many in:.pock.ets. of. pale. brown 
clay loam textured soils; .pH 6.0; gradual boundary. 
- 55 to 71 inches (140-180.cm), brown-(lOYR 5/3) crushed.gray 
(lOYR 6/1) with fine dark gray and fine.distinct yellowish 
. red (5YR 5/6) mottles; silty clay; many, fine and medium, soft 
and hard, brown and·black concretions in.broad areas and. 
pockets; pockets contain lighter .texturedlensesof light 
brown soil; weak very fine blocky structure;. firm when moist; 
roots rare;.pH 7.5; gradual boundary, 
- 71 .. to 80 inches + (180.,,.203 cm+), brown (lOYR 5/3) gray (lOYR 
6/1) silty clay loam; pH 8.0 
Pedon Description 
(Colors are for moist soil.unless otherwise stated). 
All - 0 to 19 inches (0-48 cm.), very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2) 
silt loam; grayish brown (lOYR. 5/2) when dry; weak fin.e 
granular structure; friable when moist; fibroas. roots abundant; 
porous; many fine .. channels .and ,worm· casts; .numerous crotovinas 
6 to 18 cm in diameter; pH 5.5; gradual boundary. 
Al2 - 19 to 29 inches (48-,.77 cm), dark grayish brown .(lOYR 3 ... 5/2) 
silt loam; grayish brown: {lOYR 5/2):.when dry; medium.fine 
granular structure; friable when moist; f.ew,:·.fine, distinct 
dark brown (7.5YR 4/4) mottles; many fibrous root.s; po:i::ous; 
many fine channels·and.worm:ca.sts (color of some casts lighter 
than surrounding so11) ; numerous. croto:vinas" 6 .. to 18 in diam-
eter; pH 5.5; gradual boundary. 
A21 - 29 to 36 inches (77-91 cm), dark brown (lOYR 3. 5/3) silt loam; 
brown (lOYR 5/3) when dry; medium fine. granular structure; 
friable when mojst; few fine distinct, dark brown (7.SYR 4/4) 
mottles; many fibrous roots; porous; many fine-channels. and ... 
worm casts (color of some casts· darker than:.sur.rounding soil); 
cro.tovinas 5 to 10 cm; pH 5.2; gradual boundary. 
A22 - 36 to 40 (91-102 cm)~ dark brown (lOYR 4/3)silt loam; brown. 
(lOYR 505/3) when dry; weak fine granular structure; friable 
when moist;· few fine distinct dark brown (7.5YR .4/4) mottles;; 
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few fibrous roots; porous; few: fine .concretie>ns; ... mauy .channels 
and worm casts. (colors of some casts .darker: .. tban surrounding. 
soil); crotovinas 10 x 15.cm; .pH 5.0;. graduaLboundary. 
A23cn - 40 to 47 inches (102-119 cm), yellowish. brown .(10YR5/4). silt; 
very pale brown.(lOYR 7/4) when dry; weak, fi.ne., . .granular 
structure; friable when moist; .common ... fine.and.:medium., ... distinct 
dark brown (&.5YR 4/4) mottles; .many:., .. f.ine .. and:..,.medium.,. soft 
and hard, .yellowish brown and .very .dark..gr.ay concretions; 
porous; .many worm.casts; .few fibrous roots; pH 6.0; roots; 
clear smooth boundary. 
B2ltcn .,.. 47 to. 54 inches (119-137 cm), yellowish .brown ... (lOYR.5/4) heavy 
silt loam; .very pale brown (lOYR 7 /4) wh.en .meist; moderate 
fine blocky. sturcture; very firm .when moist; common fine 
distinct yellowish brown (lOYR 5/6) mottl.es;.many fine and 
medium brown and black concretions; ·few. roots; pH 6. 0; 
gradual boundary. 
B22t - 54 to· 68 inches (137-173 cm), composed .. oLcolors, yellowish. 
brown (lOYR 5/4), grayish brown (lOYR 5/2) and specks of. 
reddish brown. (5YR 4/ 4); silty clay loam; light brownish.· 
gray (lOYR 6/2) when dry; weak, .medium .subangular blocky 
structure; very firm when moist; thin.continuous .. clay .. films 
on .. ped faces; common, medium and· fine,. soft and :hard., brownish 
and black concretions·occur in pale brown.silty clay loam 
pockets; very few roots; pH 7.0; gradual boundary. 
B3. · _.,. 68 to 89. inches (173-226 cm), .c.omposed .. of. colors,syellowish 
brown. (lOYR .. 5/4), .gray. (lOYR 6/1) with very dark g:ca.y stains; 
silty clay loam; weak, medium blocky structure; very firm 
when moist; roots.are rare; scattered:brown and.black 
concretions;.pH 7.5;.gradual boundary. 
C - 89: inches + (226 cm+),. gray: (lOYR .6/1) with coarse bro:wn 
(lOYR 5/4) mottles; silty clay .loam and shale; massive; pH 
8.0. 
Pedon Description 
Site III - Iri.termoum.d · Soil .Pedon No,~ 0 · 
(Colors are for moist soil unless otherwise stated). 
All - 0 to 6 inches (0-15 cm), very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2) 
fine sandy loam; grayish brown .(lOYR 5/2) when moist; weak 
medium granualr structure; very friable; very· porous;. common 
worm casts; many thin fragments of sandstone:average.thickn.ess 
1 to 5 cm in diameter and 2 to 5 mm. in thickness; few platy 
sandstone fragments, lO·cmin·dia.meter;· (sandstone.hardness of 
2 on Mohes scale) surface of sandstone .. stained :with soil color; 
··interior sandstone· colors-dark yellowish .brown, light olive 
brown; pH 5.5; gradual boundaryo 
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Al2 - 6 to 9 inches (15-23 cm) dark brown.(lOYliL.3/3.) .. ·.fin~.sandy loam; 
dark brown (lOYR 4/3) when dry; weak.medium, .. granual.:1:.stu.rcture; 
very friable; few worm casts; porous; ·.eommon thin .platy· 
fragments of sandstone 1 to 5·cm in diameter:and.2 to.5 mm in 
thickness; (sandstone hardness of .2 on Mohes scale).surface of 
sandstone stained with soil color; interior sandstone colors 
dark.yellowish brown, light olive brown with streaks of very 
. dark.brown; pH 5o5; gradual boundary. 
Cl - 9 to 15 inches (23.,-38 cm) strong brown :{7..SYR ... 5/6) fine sandy 
loam; brownish yellow. (lOYR 6/6 when .dry.; weak fine granular 
structure; very friable; few worm casts; .:common thin fine 
fragments of sandstone and few fragments· 5 cm. in. diameter; 
surface of sandstone stained with soil colors; sandstone 
interior colors dark yellowish brown, light .. olive brown with 
streaks of very dark brown; pH 5 & 5; gradual boundary. 
CZ - 15 .to 18 inches (38 to 46 cm) strong brown (7 .. 5YR. 5/8) fine 
sandy.loam; brownish yellow (lOYR 6/8) whendry; massive to 
weakly platy structure; friable; few fragments of sands.tone 
and .many thin lenses of siltstone; siltstone lenses have 
colors of yellowish red (5YR 5/6) and grayish brown (lOYR 
5/2) and range 1 to· 3 cm in diameter·. and· 1 and 2 cm in 
thickness; pH 5,0; abrupt boundary. 
R - 18 inches (46 cm+); dark yellowish brown, light olive brown 
and very dark brown, sandstone, 3 hardness of Mohes scale, 
Pedon Description 
Site III - Intermountli_ Soil: Pee.on; No; ,·4 -~ .. 
Profile. No 4 was sampled in the mounded .. soil -55 feet from the 
intermound .or O excavation. Five profiles of the mounded soils were 
described at intervalsof 5feet extending·at 90 degrees through the 
mound. Profile4 is considered·representative of:the mounded soils. 
(Colors are moist:unless otherwise stated). 
All - 0 to 10 inches (0--25 cm) .very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2) 
fine sandy loam; grayish brown(lOYR 5/2).when dry; weak 
medium.granular structure; veryfriable; many fine channels 
and worm casts; few crotovinas· 5·cm in diameter; many fine 
platy fragments of sandstone 1 to 2 ·em in diameter and 2 to 4 
mm in thickness; few·sandstone fragments 3 .to 7.cm in diameter 
fragments have sharp to slightly:weathered :edg.es -and corners; 
surface of fragments stained with soil colors.; .. int.erior 
sandstone.fragment colors range.yellowish borwn, light olive 
brown and streaks of very dark brown; pH 6~0; gradual boundary, 
A12 - 10 to 17 inches (25 to 43 cm), dark brown (7,5YR 3/2) fine 
sandy loam; grayish brown (lOYR 5/2) when dry; weak medium 
.granular structure; very friable; few crotovinas andholes 
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5 cm in diameter; many fine channels and worm .. casts;. numerous 
earth worms;·· (1 to 3- earthworms in.:.many: spade.-excavations); 
many fine platy fragments .of .sandstone.5 cm:.to 1 cm size and 
2 mm in thickness; few- sandstone :fragments·:S:cem::..in.diameter., .. 
sharp to .slightlr.weathered :corners, :surfaces:.stain.ed. with 
soil· colors, . interior: sandstone .light ·.olive .brown; pH 6 .O; 
gradual boundary. 
Bl - 17 .to 22 inches (43 .to .. 56.cm)., dark.·brown .. (7.~SYR .. 4/2) fine 
sandy loam; brown. (7 ~ 5YR. 5/2):.when.d.ry; weak· .. medium. prismatic 
and.fine granular .structure; very .friab.le.; ... few.crotovinas 
and. open· holes: 5 .cm in·.diameter; .many:fine channels and.cworm 
casts; few·.thin:platy fragments·.of·sands:tone:2.to.4 cm in 
diameter; surface stai.ned:with soiL:co1or.,.: interior_ light 
olive brown; .surface· of·.a few:very .fine,'~5:cm.in diameter; 
sandstone .coated :with yellowish .red·_ (lOYR· 4/6); pH 5. 2; 
gradual boundary. 
B2 - 22 to 26 inches: (56.,;-66 cm), .dark· brown: (7~5YR .. 4/4) fine sandy 
loam; brown (7. 5YR 5/4} when dry; weak0 medium:prismatic and 
fine granular structure.; very friable;.many. fine. channels,. 
and.worm casts; few thin platyfragments,.of. sandstone 1 to 5 
cm.in·diameter; surface stained soil:eolor; interior is 
light olive brown; 
C - 26 to 28 inches (66 to 71 cm) strong: brown-.(7,SYR 5/8) fine 
sandy loam; brownish yellow. (lOYR. 6/8) .:when. dry; .massive; 
few fragments of .. sandstoner.few: yellowish red: lenses of silt-
stone; .pH 5~0;. abrupt boundary. 
R - 28 inches (71 cm+) . light: olive brown sandstone; : 3 hardness on 
Mohes scale. 
CHAPTER V 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Location of Mounded Soils in Oklahoma 
Figure 6 shows-the general distribution of mounds .. in Oklahoma in 
co,mparison to climatography of the associated ar.ea. As indicated on the 
map, there is a close resemblance of the area to the 10L6cm plus rain-
fall belt. Mounds are less numerous toward: the north. and.come to an 
abrupt ending near.thewest .boundary of the area. 
Topographic Measurements of Mounds in Site I 
Forty-six mounds located in the 3, 25ha meadow .,containing Site I 
have an average density of about 3 .5 mounds to . .tha .. aere (Figure 7), 
There is no definite ,pattern .of arrangement except a.relatively similar 
distance between· each mound. Mound .,sizes and .diarireters were also 
similar. 
Vegetation 
The herbaceous forage comprising:.the,vegenaaien~.cof. the. 3.25ha 
meadow consisted mai:aly of tall and.mid.grasses~-s.ealg.es.and forbs. The 
meadow had .been welLmanaged and was considel!ed.c:t@.b..e.in excellent 
vegetative.condition •. The.meadow had been used,.for hay.;.p-roduction with 
no record of commercial fertilizer.applied .during.t:he,past 25 year. 
The average weight per hectare production· of· forage on the mound 
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Figure 6. Distribution.of,Mounds·in.Oklahoma Compared to Climatography 
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was 4997 kg opposed.to.3227 kg.produetien from.the.mound interspace 
area. · A part of the greater weight· of, forage on·. the· mound was 
attributed to the more bulky.:.gamagrass which· comprosed .37 percent of 
the plant composition on the mound. in contras.t to .14- percent in the 
· mound inters pace area. . In heavily grazed areas. it: .has, b.een observed 
to be the reverse of these· measurements becaus:e· the',.1.ivestock tend to 
utilize the :mound area more vigorously. Weight.s,.and, .. compositions of 
the plant population were determined in lat:e August·, 1971. The 
percentage of plant composition on·· the moumd·and .intarmo.und of Site I 
is shown in Tables (II) and (III). 
Evaluations of Soil .Characteris.tics in Pedons 
of Site I. 
A profile comparison of the elevationsof·soilhorizons and 
special features.in.a.90.degree·direetionfrom true.north.in the mound 
and· intermound 13:re shown in Figure 8. Mounded soils have a 60% 
increase in thickn~ss of the ALand·a 50%· increase in:the A2 horizons 
toward the interior of the mound as'compared·to·the·intermound area. 
Elevations of the .upper and· lower boundaries of the argillic horizon 
have·similar·positions inthe mounded.soilsand·intermourui.soils. Soil 
horizons. of .. the intermound. contained .. smooth :boundaries and are 
.relatively'.consistent in.width in .contrast. to~the·.mote·:varied horizons 
of the mounded soils (Figures 9 and 10). 
Soil development in Site .-I .:was .. indicated :by the presence of a 
prominent argillic horizon in .each: pedon :described.· · Nine soil pedons 
were described in· the .mounded.spaee·-with the.representative given in 
pedon 3. . The representative soil. of the· intermound::.space is presented 
) 
in pedon designated as Oo 
TABLE II 
PERCENT VEGETATION COMPOSITION ON MOUNDS 
Name 
Little bluestem (Schizachyrium scoparius) 
Eastern gamagrass (Tripsacum dactyloides) 
Big bluestem (Andropogon gerardii) 
Spike sedge (Eleocharis sp.) 
Yellow bristlegrass (Setaria lutescens) 
Purpletop (Tridens flavus) 
Fall witchgrass (Leptoloma cognatum) 
Field Paspalum (Paspalum laeve) 
Globe flat sedge (Cyperus ovularis) 
Bushy bluestem (Andropogon glomeratus) 
Slender fleabane (Erigeron tenuis) 
Switchgrass (Panicum virgatum) 

















PERCENT VEGETATION COMPOSITION ON INTERMOUND 
Name 
Rattlesnake master 
CommQn milkweed (A~clepias syriaca) 
Eastern·gamagrass (Tripsacum dactyloides) 
Bushy bluestem (Andropogon glomeratus) 
Meadow dropseed (Sporobolus asper (var. hookeri) 
Field Paspalum (Baspalum laeve) 
Spike sedge (Eleocharis sp.) 
Big bluestem (Andropogon gerardii) 
Switchgrass (Panicum virgatum) 
Indiangrass (Sorghastrum nutans) 
Winter rosett (Panicum,sp.) 
Splitbeard bluestem (Andropogon ternarius) 
Compassplant (Silphium laciniatum) 
Leadplant (Amorpha canescens) 
Catclaw (Schrankia uncinata) 
Scaleseed · (Spermolepis divaricatus) 
Scaly gayfeathe~ (Liatris squarrosa) 
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Figure 9. 0 represents the intermound soils of 
the site. The smooth horizon boundaries 
marked by white rug yarn are character-
istic of the intermound soil pedons. 
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Figure 10. Soil horizons, .marked by white r.ug . yarn, show their variations through 





A significant:.contrast: between pedons of·· the .mound·.and intermound. 
was the percentage of.clay·present· in·the·upperboundaries of the 
illuviated layers~·: Clay translocation in the:: intermound·.pedon number; 
O is marked with an abrupt textu:raLchange.between the·:eluviated and 
illuviated layers, while·.in the mounded· soil· pedon·.a more·gradual clay 
increase. formed· the·.upper boundary:.of· the:argillic horizons. 
Uniformity in the .arrangement of· the: Al ihorizon: .. and:.the increase 
in thickness· of-. the· A2 ·horizon: toward· the :interior· of: the mound is 
· evidence the .mound has ·been .in plaee::for an: extended:.time. This is 
further indicated :.by . the :.gradual.: textural: change·. in:. the argilleous 
horizon.of the.mounded .soils. Nikiforoff (57.:) .reported similar 
conditions while studying·:mounds'on·ha.rdpan.soiis in'california. He 
referred· to these: conditiens: as uwindowsii in the·.hardpan~ ·.Ross et. al. 
· (74) reported a difference· in· clay distribution· in·. the·.mound compared 
to the intermound·.area.; · Simiiariti.es .. of elevations·.of: the upper and 
lower boundaries .. of the· argillic·: horizon· in:'. the: mound .. and interm0und . 
of this .study indicate· the· boundaries·:.were · established before the 
inception of the mound. 
Biological :jsvidences 
.A close correlation.-~e:kisted .between· the·:degr.e·e:of,mottling and 
evidences of biological· activity; c.,'.Where:.mottling~.due:.to· extended wet-
ness decreased; evidence· of· biological•:activity increased~: ·.The argillic 
horizons. were void· of· worm· easts· and crotovinas ·• ··• · ero.tovinas in the A 
horizons were .numerous· and were·· classed·· as new: and .old~~ Those classed 
as old contain~d similar soil structore·· tb· the· sut'tbunding horizon. 
Those classed:as·new contained. structure in the inte.:i;:ior contrast:i,ng 
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the surrounding soil. Locations of the older·crotovinas were 
consistently in the lower depths (Figure·B). Measurements of crotovinas 
exposed ranged mostly between 4 to 12 · cm. in diameters~ Four eixcep-
tions measured ranged between 18 and 34 cm. in cliamete:t~ Two contained. 
evidences of· litter in the soil· mass; · ·Several· croto\finas were observed 
to contain a.platy "onionskin" structurearound the quter wall. 
Crotovinas in two· exposures contained lighter colored :.soil· than that of 
the surrounding matrix. 
One small crotovina was found to extend downward:to terminate at . 
. the upper surface· of the ·argillic ·horizon .. :· Downshafts have been 
puzzling for sometime in· mole fortresses in England:.and:-. the l'leurotrichus 
in. Oregon. (Dalquest et. al~ · (19) ·) ~ Some· observers· have speculated 
that these structures are wells to supply~water for the mole. 
Crotovinaswere relatively easy to locate in·the soil pedons 
(Figures 11 and 12), 
Large volumes of·organic:matter are added to mounds.in the form of 
rodent. nests. New and old· nests ·.were often·· encountered· in mound sites 
investigated; These· nests ·were primarily constructed by the pocket 
gopher· Geomys. bursarius dutcheri (Glass_ (.30)..).. The .pocket gopher is 
very .particular and requires luxurious beds;.· When.one:becomes soiled 
and old a new one is·constructed·(Criddle (18)-)~ The pocket gopher 
Geomys bursarius .. dutcheri increases~ in number:about~ the mounds in the 
fall and·remains:until latespring. Mounds are favorite places to 
deliver their· young, probablr in·an· attempt~ to· escape .wet conditions. 
Thegestation·period·is during latewinter·and early spring which 
coincides with the wettest seasons of the region (Figure 13) ~ 
Average size of·the earth·casts surfaced·by·pocket·gophers are 20 
Figure 11. Crotovina location as 
shown in Pedon 3. 
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Figure 12. A close up of the crotovinas shown in 
pedon 3. 
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Figure 13. Young pocket gopher Gee.mys bursarius 
dutcheri in early March. 
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to 38 cm in diameter and less than 12 cm in height, In the many sites 
visited during this study only three larger excavations were observed. 
A large earth cast constructed by a pocket gopher measured 104 cm in 
diameter and 38 cm in height. Its interior contained a finely 
shredded ball of grass litter surrounding a cache of Bermuda grass 
(Cynodern dactylon) stolons. English (23) reported similar excavations 
by pocket gophers on wet land in Brazos. County, Texas. A similar large 
excavation made by a pocket gopher in the interspace associated with 
large mounds was observed for two years following its construction with 
no indication of rodent use (Figure 14), Activity of pocket gophers 
was intense in the site during the particular season of construction, 
which may have been traceable to the heavy grazing of. the vegetation. 
Buechner (15) reported heavy use of surface vegetation by livestock 
caused an increase in pocket gopher activity. Other reasons for an 
increase in soil excavating by the pocket gopher were associated with 
the gestation period and to close out light (Miller (51) and Miller 
and Bond (60) ), 
In this study. a washtub was found completely filled with soil 
which may have been associated with a hole in the bottom of the tub 
(Figure 15), 
The Pocket gopherGeomys,bursarius dutcheri occurs in a territory 
that extends to the central part of Oklahoma (Glass(30) ). This 
extends well over a hundred miles west of the area occupied by the 
mounds. 
The Eastern or CommonMo1e Scalopus aquaticus also delivers its 
young in the-higher elevations-of wet landscapes. They also visit 
the mounds in search of food which is.the earth:wormLumbri.cu.s terrestris 
Figure 14. Excavated soil observed in association 
with large mounds. The excavation was 
the work of a pocket gopher. 
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Figure 15. A washtub was completely filled with 
soil by a pocket gopher. Note the hol e 
in the tub which may have prompted 
an effort to close out light. 
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and the white grub Lachnosterna fusca (Arlton (3) ), The concentration 
of mole activity varied in locations observed in the study. Some highly 
populated areas of moles and earthworms occurred in locations west of 
Rile in the west edge of Mcintosh County. Soils having dense clay~an 
characteristics were commonplace in the intermound polypedons, The 
active territory of the Eastern or Common Mole Scalopus aguaticus 
extends across Oklahoma excluding the Panhandle (Palmer (59) ), 
In landscapes containing mounds water accumulation on a sublayer 
was a characteristic during the wet seasons. In Site I water 
accumulates on the surface of the argillic horizon for several days 
following periods of precipitation. The condition may persist through-
out the winter and spring months, Migration of· rodents to the mounds 
is easily associated with the arrival of cool or wet weather. It is 
also evident that the mound is a choice habitat for other organisms, 
The hydrologic condition of the micro landscape apparently also 
determines the earthworms' choice of soil. 
Parker and Parskley (60), gave accounts of·the migration of earth-
worms according to moisture. Nakamura·(53) gave accounts·of earthworm 
migration according to temperature. ·- Earthworms survive extreme 
conditions but will move from wet, cold or heated·soil·to more agree-
-able conditions. It has also· been detnonstrated · that-- earthworms move 
into soil materials high in organic matter (Prosser (66), Reynierse 
(70) ), The decayed material of the many nests abandoned by the pocket 
gopher·Geomys bursarius dutcheri and·the moleScalopus aguaticus in 
the mounded soils of Eastern Oklahoma probably accounts for the 
considerable concentration of--the--Lumbricus terrestris, Worm channels 
were also very numerous in the dark colored crotovinas. The earthworms 
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may have a role in the formation·of the·gr~dual textural change 
between the eluviated -and - illuviated horizons -of · the mounded: soil 
pedons. · Their presence may· also· contribute to the·: greater forage 
yields on the mounds of-the·meadow-containing·Site.L,·Puh (67) showed 
that soil· which· had ·. passed - through· the earthworm· alimentary tract had 
a change in-·pH·from a 6.2.to·6~8~: Where·the:parent:.soil:.was calcareous, 
the pH was .reduced· from 7 .8·.to 7-~s~ In· the same study it was shown 
that soluble or· available:phosphorus, potassium, ·:nitrogen;: calcium, and 
humus were also higher in worm casts. Lunt and Jacobson (43) found 
greatest increases in worm cast in available phosphorus, exchangeable 
potassium and magnesium; · The increases ·were threefold· to elevenfold 
greater than the· surrounding soiL Campbell, cited :by Prosser (66), 
concluded·from·his·study:that-Lumbricus·terrestris possesses an urea 
cycle. This may be·a nitrogen·source. - Robertson· (72) showed that 
earthworms·may decompose·calcium·earbonate concretions in their 
calciferous glands· and: the secretions ·containing:calcium.: are mixed 
with the food source. Secretion·can take .place:under. acid, neutral, 
or alkaline conditions, . provided· the 0:worm· has access· to material 
containing·:calcium carbonate. 
Calcium in worm casts would be·mobile. With this consideration 
the analyses may be interpreted:to:further substantiate the concen-
tration of· earthworms in· the· mound (Tables IV, .V) • Percentages of,._ '' 
calcium are less in the· A horizons·· of· the mounded· soils ·-than the inter-
mound but· increase to· a· higher ~percentage with·.depth;. · In comparison, 
phosphorus is not: so easily translocated. ·- Phosphorus averages much 
higher in the mounded soil than:in·the intermound •. Magnesium may be 
less mobile.than calcium. Magnesium averaged much.higher in the 
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TABLE IV 
CHEMICAL AND· PHYSIC.AL,.ANALYSES.,.OF, INT:ERMOT::INILSOU. PEDON NO. 0 
PRUFILE OESt;RltJl hJM 
; 
SAMPLE kUMBER tiCIRilCN li•PTH THICl<NEU tOLUR IHI tEXTURE STRUCTURE COHSI STEN;E 
10-0M.-s1 .. · o- 1 AU 0- 9" 9 10. OYR l/2 SIL lFGR NFR 
70-GK-51- ·o- 2 Al.i! 9- 11• 9 10.0YR ~/2 >IL IFGR NFM 
70-0K•5L- 0- l A2l 18- ·,Z.6• 8 10.0'IR 5/3 >IL lNGR MFR 
70-CK-51- 0- ~ ,,2 .z, .... u• 5 10.0YR· 6/2 '.SIL 2NGII NFR 
70-CK-51- 0- S 821T ll- .'tl• '1l iO.OYR 5/2 t 2"8K .NVl''I 
70-0k-51- 0- 6 822T ,o\:J- s,•. 12 10.0YR SJ·.z c .2N8K NVFI 
70-0J<-51- o- 1 83CN ss-.11• 16 10.0YR 5/3 c lVFltK NVFI 
70-DK'-51~ 0- • c ·11- ••• 15 'lOeOYR 5/3 SIC 
/' 
CHEMICAL OATAI ANALYSh ~· &AKHTAR 
_:_w.u_ ____ £1IUl;l.UU CAIIPN>,!lllUlOJl..&.11.L_~ .. -I.UH IIIU8'JUltil. --'- P.P,N. SAMPLE NUMBER "20 KCL CEC H CA NG K NA AL NAAC . SUII IJ# 'CAT • Oii Tl!TAL ,. 
70-0K- 51- 0- l 5.9 .rt.·,· 9.4 3.18 2.26 l.&o 0.12 o.1s • , ·0.1• ,,.1 .,.1. 2.u U4.I 
10-t11-51- ·o- 2 ••• ••• 1.2 1.52 2ol8 1.11 0.09 0.2. o.u . s,.2 , ... 1.,1 . 193.7 70-0K-51- c- 3 .. , 4.5 •• 1 1,26 1,51 · 1.31, 0.01 o.Jo o.n ....... 12.s· 1,10 161,I 
70-1111-51- 0- 4 ••. o 4,S 1.1 0.13 1·.u 1 ... 0.01 0.,1 0,41 U,O IJ,·7 o.n UZ,,3 
.10-t11-'s1- o-· s ,.1 5,.1 a.a 4.23 a.u 1.11 Ooill 2.u 0,00 79,3 n., o,t• 1...s.o 
70-0K-'1- 0- • ••• 5,6 ~Z,J 1.91 J,J6 9.0J .o.n ,.oo 0.011 .... 9L-.Z O.H 113,Z: 10-illl-u- o- 1 t.o •• o 21.1 1.55 9,95 u.u 0,46 4.1!!' 0,00 H.5 •. 94,4 ·o.u m:{ lD-CK-51- 0- 8 1\1 •·l 2·2.9 0.99 10.79 9.57 o.,. ,.,o 0,00 . i:01 .• ,z , •• z 0.,19 
PHYSICAL ·DATU ANAU'ST'I o. &AKHTAR 
, I SI"'! lltrotR IM\-,1 aviis SAMPLE 'NUlllliR IS•ND ISILT &LAY TEXTURE 1>2NN Ives es 
70-CK~Sl-· 0- l U.6 ·1.'1!··· 7,6 SiL. Q,S 
I, ~- o., "1.0 •.i--"0"6 2,2 u:: 10-0•-n· 0- '2 15.0 19.Z ,.1 SIL l,J .lo., ·, !t 1,Z 0.6 2.2 
70-CK-51- 0- 3 4;i.2 48118 a.o L , ... • 1., 1.1 · o., 2,3 11.0 70-CK-51.-. 0- 4 11,:,. 7:,,9 9.1 SIL 16,Z 2,2 1.1 0.,. . 2.0 .. ;.1 
70-0K-91· ·0- 5 ••• 53,9 . .. , .SICL .. , 0.1 0,7 · o,, l.96 ..... 10-CK-51- O• O ••• 55,l · 36.2. SICL •·o· o., o.,: . 0,4 · 1 •• ,6.0 70-0K-51• 0- 1 ·9 •• u.o 41.4 SIC ~t~ o.6 .o,~ 0,7 l,i 6 .• 2 70-0K-51- 0- I 806 52, 1 3&.7 Slt-L o.s 0.4 0,4 · 1.s ··~ 
ii'.· 
INTERP•ErlVE tALtUUTIOkS& 
mi. i vw· £8£i l'M"1E uiE lljPaia111i'PII ·· I VFS SAMPLE NU~8ER• CAIIIG cet,c.L,Y • • . . ·1 _$. , .. ··'. ,i F·s· 
0.1, ,·,.oa 
' . . 
2,·38 70-CK-51.- o- I 0.81 1Z;lo68. 0.54 Oob5 l2o34 
70-0K,51- t- 2 1.11 1•3.,.80 83.99 ·o .as • 1,21. ~ G.; &'\ z;31: u.o, 
70-0K-!il- o- 3 1.1. 83.15· !iJ.04 l.6J 1.20 ', 0,5'4. 2 .• '50 41.30 
70-DK-51- o- 4 0.01 n.z• 87,38 2.44 .1.22 o.-5~ 2;u 6,31 
!O-DK-51~ 0- 5 1.02 b9,0it .,..88 l,i.O 1.10 o.79 2;,z 10.01 
10-CK-51- o- • 0,82 bl,60 86, J6 o.,n • J)o78 0,63, Z,51 9.40 
.70-CK-51- a- 1 u.~9 bb,'t3 83,b2· 1·.02 ·1.02 . lo 19 3. 07·. 10.sa 
IO-OK-51- o- • l,h !)9,'17 es. 97 · o.ez 0 •• , 0.65 2.45 ·9,79 
TABLE V 
CHEMICAL AND .PHYSICAi;. ,ANALYSES· OF; MOUNDEI>i,..'SOIE PEDON NO. 3 
PROFILE DESCAJPT'IONI 
SAHf'LE NUMIIER HDAIZ.ON DEPTH THICkNESS COLOR IMI TEXTUkE STIIUCTURE CONSISTENCE 
7D-CK-51- 3- l All o- 19• 19 10.0YR ,312 Si.IL 1FGR MFR 
10.QK-51- 3- t Al~ 19- 2,. 10 lOeOY'R /2 SIL 2FGR MFR 
!g:;g~~:: :: ! A21 29- 36" 7 lOoOYR >13 SU. 2FGR MFR ~2 36- 40• • lOoOYR 4/3 ~lL ll'GR MFR 1,i;;.o•- 51- 3- s A23 "~ "'1·· 1 10.0YR 5/4- SU. lFGR MFR 
JO,-CK-51- 3• 6 8211 47- 54" 1 lOoOYR 514 Clo 2FBK NYFI 
70.0K-.51- 3- 1 B22T 51t- 68• 14 lOoOYA 5/4 a· lMSBK MVFI 
70-0K-51- 3- 8 B3 68- 89• 21 10. OYR 5/4 c lMBK MVFI 
10-e•-~•- 3- 9 c 89-100• 11 lOeOYM 6/1 c M 
CHEMICAL DATA; AN~LYST: o. BAIIHTAR 
--l?.111.u.._ Elna,1u.u_,aIIQbll11ElilllDD Ii~ IIA.5 E & AIUIALWH -L P.P.Me 
SA!'I.PLE NUfllBEA. H20 KCL CEC H CA MG K NA AL NAAC SUH OF CAr. OM TOTAL P 
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mounded soil·pedon than in the.intermound pedon. 
Some of the .. physical effects of earthworms on. the soil pedons 
were observable and·may be interpreted-with some.certainty when 
comparing· the mound and ·. intermound · pedons. ·. · The transfer of soil 
material .. from one .horizon·.to the·.other·byearthworms .is· indicated in 
the color of the·casts. This was'showninpedon,.3~· :In the·mounqed.,.: 
soil the transfer of soil between:the A2rand Al horizon·.w.as substanti-,. 
ally .more than .in·. the·.intermound :.p·edon· and· presents·.some obvious 
. effect on the :pedon. :. ·:Sy.receiving: fresh:·.organic·-material from the 
ALhorizon·it prevents the A2horizon:from-beeoming: .. a:.udead horizon" 
where. only:mineraLreaction. takes .place •.. This factor,:plus the earth-
worms' return of . illuvia ted soil upward, would: assist:. in maintaining 
the higher base saturation·.of the:epipedon::of:.the .mounded soil than 
· that· of: .. the·. interm.ound ··soil· and :.wou:id · also ·.affect· th.e:: gradual clay 
· · distribution·.at · the surface of the· argillie :.horizon .. ·. :Base saturation 
maintained·above·SO.percent in the A2horizon·or the-upward movement 
of the illuviated.soil·plasma are·eredible in the formation of the 
gradual.textural change in.the·upper:part:.of the:argillic horizon of 
the mounded soil. · Joffe· (36) · reports· that: high:base saturation 
restricts clay mobility. 
The earthworm· may be·justifiabi.y·· credited 0 with restricting 
degradation of· the mounded .. soil :"pedon:when :.compared::. to. the intermound 
pedon. : .. Pedon.0: of·. the: intermound~.contains··.fewer·.worm:.casts, especially 
.in·the A2 horizon·.which·also--shows·.a:lower·base saturation. Further 
· emphasizing· the: difference·: in· soii··development .. is :an:abrupt textural 
· change between the: A·· and .B ·.horizons,. of.': the.· intennoand :: soil pedon O • 
. Higher: concentrations· of ··earthworms ·.aboat ::the·:,noand undoubtedly 
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contributes to the friable·condition·of the epipedon~ Darwin (21) 
cited populations· of·· 25 ·to· 53 . thousand ·.worms per· aere could· pass ten to 
eighteen. tons of· soil annually· through·· their .. alimentary tracts. The 
significance of··earthworm·contributions· to"the more:·porous epipedon of 
mounded soils may be the-causal factor oLlower·soil·density in the 
mounded soil when.compared to 0 the associated~intennound~(Figure 16). 
Comparison of <Pedons of Site III 
Earthworms· were· f oond ·· to ·.be· conspicuously more· concentrated about 
mounds .occurring in: landscapes·having shallow :soils ,:over sandstone. 
Soil pedon descriptions. in O and 4· of Site·.III represent this type of 
condition •. Mounds occurring:on:shallow soiis·over sandstone rock have 
been reported· in· other localities but are not common·:in this region 
(Malde (45) ). Soil horizon·thickness between:the mounded soils and 
intermound soils are compared in"Figure· 17. ·· .. '.Excessive. ground water 
or internal drainagewater·travels·in·the underlying.sandstone inter-
stratified with:shale and·fissures·as·seeps··or-springs on the foot 
slopes of the site· during· the:wetter·.seasons; Excavations of the site 
were made in· mid summer· while:the0 soil ·was moderately· dry;:· : Greater soil 
depth in the mound contained::a cooler;.more·:moist:soil::than the inter-
mound which probably accounted:.for the: presence of one to three earth-. 
worms on numerous spade leads·in·the·moa:nded·:soil compared to none 
occurring in the excavationof·the·assoeiated intermound. 
The dark colors of· the·· epipedon · extended· to: a· greater depth in the 
mounded soil. pedon than·. the intermound~.· ... :<:>nly-one crotovina and one 
f:i;-eshly constructed tunnel·were·located in·-the·moanded~soils with one 
tunnel in· the intermound. 
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Bulk density of the Al horizon was less in the·mounded soil 
epipedon than in the· associated· in.termound ·soils· in· all:.sites sampled. 
Bulk density samples of mounded· soils ·.varied· considerably from that of 
the· intermound · soiL ·· · The crotovinas ·were lower in .. density of the inter-
mound soils than in the.surrounding:soil·of the·soiLhorizon. This 
consistent observation suggests:.that·.the·.formal.:epipedorv:.of· the mounded 
soil is· more . evenly worked· by organisms~ · · Spacing .. of·. the crotovinas 
indicates.rodent:activity aloneis=insufficient·:to sustain this 
· consistent variation~· Evidence·obtained·in· this·.studrindicates that 
· the .. contribution·of·all·organisms·that·thrive'"in'.Or migrate to the 
· higher . elevation. of· the·· mound· plays: a -- part· in·· sustaining· the mounds. 
Mounds p:robably.begin·with·.some small .rodent excavation. This is 
indicated·by the·.deeper·locattons·of,the:older crotovinas~· All animal 
·. activity· is more. concentrated· in· soils having: less~.m.ottling which 
.. indicates a tendency: for these animals:: to concentrate·. in· the drier soil 
·which·is tn the· el.evated·areas during that part of the year when excess 
water is present. This concentration: of; animals. would .account for the 
. loose soil.condition of the": mound~ · · The ·report·- that ~mounded soils are 
more. friable than· the intermound soils .is· commonly· reported in liter-
ature· regarding the·mounds; · Ross· et, .al.'. (14) · found: similar soil 
density·: comparisons·· as· were·· obtained:· in this·· study;: :.Density compari-
sons of :mounds· and· intermounds: of~ Eastern· Oklahoma:are:.shown in Figure 
16. 
Volume is increased by expanding a.--:known·dens±ty-of the inter-
mound soiL Tlie.:.!'.iignfficance· of~this · increase· is:.demonstrated by 
· expanding the L48 density-to·a L.22 density which·are the data for 
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mound number 6 (Figure 16). This expanded calculation presents a 
volume increase of·about 2l·percent~ When·using·thesame intermound 
data of 1. 48 density and expanding. it to the 1.06 density of the 
crotovina there is about· a· 40 percent increase· in volume •.. The relation-
ship of sizes of mounds in a particular landseape·aretherefore·in part 
·related· to· soil· density-.· · Rodent tunnels and. other voids would also 
contribute to the size of the mound. 
Erosion Effects on mound Sizes 
Sheet erosion between the mounds·· acting over a· long period of 
time is also considered significant·in·contributing~to the height of 
the mounds.· Supporting·. this conclusi·on ·is· the greater variation of 
the. heights· of mounds· in ·areas=. of concentrated· surface:drainage (Figures 
18, 19, 20). 
The resistance to erosion is a part. of· an equ;i.libr.ium imposed by 
natural inhabitants of the mound •. As inhabitants·of.the:mound function 
to sustain their own.preservation they:contribute to the existence of 
the mound-.· The erosionalslope·containing the·maund·in Site III, 
unquestionably, ·indicates the·mound:sustains·resistance to erosion. 
Ruhe (7.5) · discusses· the multidirectional' erosional' attack on the valley 
slopes causes the upland shoulder·of valleys to·recede·progressively. 
Freshly deposited·soil··on this slope:would·be easily washed away. 
This aspect limits the amount of credit·to be given.to·the·pocket gopher 
hypothesis· (Hubbs (35) ·). · The resistance exists within the micro 
relief where a certain mound·· size is= reached~' ·This. phenomenon is 
appreciated when viewing .hummocks· formed·on·more·recent·· deposition, for 
example,. Sandy,· Quarternary- deposits near Stidham in::Mcintosh County 
(Figure 21). 
Figure 18. Mounds Occur on Moderate Slopes 
Where Soils are Shallow over 
Sandstone in the Intermound Area. 
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Figure 19. Mound portraying resistance to erosion 
where water is concentrated in the int er-
mound area. It has become the largest 
mound of the landscape. 
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Figure 20. Erosion has left Exposures of 
Shale in the surrounding inter-
mound area while the mound 
remains. 
59 
Figure 21 . Sandy hummock resembling mounds 
near Stidham in Mcintosh County. 
Note soil ridging by Mole i n 
front of Spade . 
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These deposits contain sandy hummocks that occur in irregular 
sizes and shapes. The conformity of the subsoil separates these hum:-
mocks from the common type of mounds. ·Theargillic horizon follows 
the contour of the hummock. Some of these, especially in the'small,er· 
ones, appear as mounds~ It was observed as· the· landscape reaches a· 
certain geomorphological level the interspaee eontains soils that are 
more slowly drained,• This condition, like· in the·mounded soil sites, 
tends to cause the organisms to utilize·thehummocks~ In time this 
concentration may bring about·the formation of·aunatural mound" in 
· equilibrium with: the environment. 
CHAPTER VI 
INTERPRETATIONS FORCLASSIFICATION 
Biological Effects Interpreted for 
Soil Classification 
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Micro and macro features are major characteristics of the epipedon 
of the· mounded soils. The. numerous crotovinas. located .. in the 90 degree 
direction of the mounded soil profile are shown in Figure 8. Crotovinas 
were nonexistent in the _intermound pedon. · Worm. casts. andc:fine channels 
were present in both locations .but more .. nmnerous,. in .the' mounded soil 
pedon •. Biological .activity was .confined :to soil:.above the argillic 
horizon. in both .. mQund·:.and .intermound·:areas-'.and·. increased:::with a decreaee 
in mottling •. BiologicaLactivities · in· the :mound·:arec:probably respon-
sible for a. porous; :friable epiped·on:·with• a· 1ower:bulk~ density than the 
associated.intermound soil. 
· The transfer· of· soil'.between.,th'e·:Al- and ·A2 .horizon::by earthworms 
and rodents .may :affect.~ soil.weathering:..in::two I11q1jor :ways; . · Processes of 
moving soiL from: the:A2 ·. to :,the: Al·:retarns··:illuviated materials and the 
transfer of Al- to:.the·A2 translocates:.minute-amounts':of:.erganic materi-
al. The vertical mevement ·of:· e>rganj;crmaterial·would >prevent the A2 
from:becoming:. subj.eet.only: to .:mineral ·weathering. 
Bulk Density 
The increased .activity .of .. organisms:.in. the·.moand::is responsible 
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for the lower density of the All and Al2 horizons (Figure 16). The 
lower density of the mounded soil epipedon accounts in part for the 
increased thickness of the Al-horizons (Figure8). Theconsistency of 
the lower density·of·the mound soil·and·the magnitude:in which the. 
epipedon · is altered ·by organisms· about· the mounds ·indicate modification 
that would affect·soil development·and·classification. 
Physical Measurements 
The crossectional .diagrams relate. the elevations .and·. positions of 
soil horizons. of the mounded soils· to· the·· intermound, .. (Figures 30 and 
31). The-diagrams show the·Al and A2 horizons·increase in thickness 
toward. the interior of the mound; .. · The variation in horizon thickness 
of mounded·soils contrasts withthe·smooth, relatively uniform 
arrangements·of the horizons in the intermound area. 
Significant differences in texture are found:in the gradual 
increase in clay.in the argillic horizonof·the mounded soil pedon 3 
and the more abrupt increase·of clay in the argillicof·the intermound 
pedon, numbered O (Tables IV, V and Figures 22.and.26) •. ·This character-
istic suggests a different type movement of the soiL.plasma and may 
separate the classification·of·the two soil pedons·compared. The 
difference: in soil weathering between the mound .and·.associated inter-
mound also indicates·that the·mound has·been in plaee·for·a:considerable 
period of time. Even though thepercentages of·elay in.the B2lt i,n the 
intermound and mound vary from36~5 to·19.4respectively, it is of 
interest to note·the upper boundaries of the B2lt are in similar 
elevations in the·mound and·intermound as shown·in Figures 30 and 31. 
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of the intermound would place a slight decline in the upper B2t boundary 
which was a characteristic reported by Ross et. al.,: (.74) and referred 
to in a similar condition as "windows'.' under the mound .by Nikiforoff 
(57). 
Factors which may be. considered in the difference. in movement of 
soil plasma include percolation of water· and biological· effects. A 
greater· volume. of water movement tb,rough. the intermound · pedon would 
account for: the.difference.in clay accumulation •. However,. since 
the mounded soils have more porous epipedons; a'greater volume of 
water may penetrate the mound~ ·Ross· eL al., (74) found a greater 
accumulation of water in the mound than in the·intermound soils which 
was· attri,buted ·to, the· higher infiltration of· the·mound, A greater 
volume of water penetrating the'. mound could explain the increased 
thickness,of the·A2 horizon·toward the·interior of·the mound. Aronow 
(4),reported A2'hOrizons,present.in:mounds·in~Southeast Texas and 
Southwest .Louisiana •. ·Biological. effects· could :account:·,for· restriction 
of. the movement of soil·· plasma~: :E.ar.thworm: Lumb:ricus terrestris 
concentrations inthe·mound and·the,degradation of ,many buried rodents' 
nests with the larger:volumes of forage produced on·the mound are 
factors to consider·· in·soil alteration~ ·Higher-base saturation in the 
surface horizons of the mounded soil may-be·significant--in restricting 
translocation of ,clayin the pedon. 
The translocation of siltshows·a·simflar pattern when making a 
comparison between. the two pedons; Tables rv· and \L The silt content 
of the intermound·pedon O is maximum·in.the~Al horizon and drops 
sharply in the A21 horizon~ · The mounded . soil pedon · 3 retains a high 
percentage of silt'.throughout'the A2 horizons~ ·The sand distribution 
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is similar between the surface horizons of_ the two, pedons:, with a higher. 
percentage present in the A21 of_ the intermeund seil.. The percentage 
of sand in the argillic of the mounded soil pedon.3 is slightly greater 
than that of the intermound pedon O. 
Mounded soils and intermoundsoils of S.ite Leaeh have argillic 
horizons according to differentiacriteria established in the 7th 
Approximation (85). In- the nomenclature. describing .. the family level 
the mounded soils:arein the fine siltyfamily,.while that of the 
intermound is fine clayey. 
Chemical Analyses of.Pedons in Site I 
and Interpretations 
Chemical analyses· of the mounded soil pedon 3 _· and- intermound pedon 
Oare shown in Tables IV and V. 
Hydrogen Ion Concentration 
The pH .value of the soiLhorizon of the m<Dunded soil shows a 
gradual increase from the surface down, while that of.the intermound 
deviates with a pH of 6. 0 in. the A22 horizon. . The ... mo.undedi- soils become 
slightly more basic in thedeeper.depths·than.the.intermeund soil. The 
reac tian range- for the mounded seil is s trongl.y. acid in. the All horizon 
to mildly alkaline in the. B3, and C horizons, whil.e. in .. the intermound 
pedon the reaction range is-medium acid in the All to neutral in the 
B3 and C horizons. The pH values. of the lN Kcl-soiL mixture follow 
the same general pattern as water pH values except that they are 
slightly lower •.. One phenomenon that cannot be easily, overlooked is 
the slightly higher pH in theA22 horizons of the mounded soil than 
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in the intermound. This is'. an· .. aspect, diseussed in·:-rega:i:d to ol;'ganisms 
elsewhere in the report. 
Organic Matter 
Distribution·: of: organic.ma.tter .. in seiLped,ms.r-numbers O and.3,. 
are given in .Figures, 23 ·and. 27. .. The,maximum·.:..0r.ga.nie .. ma:tter content. is 
in the surface .horizons:.-- , A .second, promipent, aceumul.ation is in the 
upper part of, theargillichorizonof.the intermou.udpedon. This 
illuviated accumulation.is an, indication .. of .. grea.t·er~deg1radation of the 
pedon. Organic· ma.tter .in compared" horizorrs,were,.grea:ter' in the pedon. 
numbered, 0. than, in, pedon,.3,. (Tables, IV· and. v •.. The·,.ma.re, porous surface 
soil of the mounded,. soiL;ceceives,· better, aeration tha.11. that of the 
intermeund which wsuld account .for some. of. the difference. Rapid 
degradation .of pJ.an.t·.residues, would .also .speed recycling of nutrient 
elements. 
Accumulations- of• organic matter· is inereased, in".erotovinas. becaus.e 
of the. higher concentration of. residue deposited. as rodent bedding or 
from "downwash" material, frem the surface .... Percentages of organic 
matter' in, the· Al· horizon. are sufficient;, to' qualify as a mollic 
epipedon, · (Tabl.es IV and V) • 
Ex:tractal;,le; Catiens,, ,Cat"ien,:Exe.J;iange .. Capa¢ity,.,.a.lild:,Base. Saturation 
Extractable .. ,. cations . a:t:ei dominated.,,by .. calcium.:, .amd.>.magnesium in. both ... 
pedons. , P6>tassium .is, v:er.y,,low·, througb.eut';..:t:he· pedem.s; while sodium 
increases with· depth· •. ,, The,cation,.exehange<'eapacity, (CEC) follows 
closely· thei cday, distribution of. the, ssi:1.,: pedlalcns·,.:. {TaM.es IV E!,nd V). 
However,, where, ~at ion,: exehamgec capae.it:y/.elay, ratiE>s, are· compared, it 
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is somewhat,.different .. (Firgu.res 2§ and, 29) •. The· cation exchange 
capacity compared. to the percent,. clay ratio, is· more irregular in the 
mounded soil than in the intermound •.. This ,may· peirtad.:n;eto differences 
in illuviated fine clays. 
Sodium i.ncreased.in,the,B2t.horizons,efrboth.profiles. The 
exchange sodium of.mounded soils,.peden 3, increased to·a maximum of 
2. 46 meq/ 100 .gm. in, .. the, C horizon., while, that, ef.: the, .. intermound pedon 
O increased .to .. a maximt.1m.ef, 4.15 meq/100,.gm. in the B3cn. The 
excessive sodium may be· .due to leaching,. from. the su!".faee.. Hallsworth 
et. al. , ( 3 2) placed emphasis· on sodium and. clay . in ,development of 
"puffs'' in gilgaLdevelopments in Australia. Glossie. tongues that 
extend upward in the,pedons,were, examined,with interest-•. The tongues 
that interfinger the,argillic horizon. contained/bleaehed soil that is 
similar in texture. and color to the A2. horizon •... These. tongues which 
occurred contained many concretions and were located as shown in 
Figure 30. They suggest that much.more swelling ef .. e.la.ys has existed 
in the past than ,that which exists., at this date-.· The, tongues have 
been in place for:..an .. :,,ex:t.ended period, which is indicated by many 
medium size- Fe-Mn- concretions liniµg the interior. oL the silt textured 
tongues. This sugg.ests, that the fine clays me>ved down·.first, followed. 
by the c.oarser, · less, expanding clays· which formed .a,.s.eparation between 
the tongues and th·e albic horizon. Since the tongu.es·do not extend. 
into the upper part of the argillichorizon, they.are.not emphasized 
in classification •. · .. The signifi:eanee--of their occurrence, to the origin. 
of the· mounds was, ruled out since-mounds are-found<on, shallow soils 
over sandston.e .in, the local region. 
Percent base, saturation exc.eeded. 50 pere:ent,.threughout the pedon 
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of the mound, while, that. of the intermeund dropp.ed: ts.,:a 49. 2 in the 
A21. This,.may be signifieantly, rela.ted .. to the ,increased number of. 
worm casts in the A2 horizons of the· mG>1:mded soils, and to the effects 
of rodent ae.tiv:ity in. the.epipedons •. Movement. of .. soil from one 
horizon to. another,. eeupled with eairthw.o:rm .. ,digastdve .. effects on soil, 
are·. processes,. that. may .affeet •. soil. development . (Puh,.,;(.6..7.)s ) , Robertson 
(72) ) • The many·,W©rm.easts, abou.t .t.he,. meund .. -in .... Si.te.:.I. document. the 
higher concentra.t:i,on, of earthwenns,.,ab,out .,the ID.©und (Pedon 3). 
The. difference, in base saturation., of the,eptl.peden, .. separates the 
pedons of the. mounded . soil from .. those". of the inter.mound~- . Ped on 3 has 
sufficient.base saturatimn for .. a,,.moJ.lie. epiped.on •.. Ped0.n-.0.:.of the inter,,. 
mc>Und has insuffieient; base saturation to meet ·the requirements of 
Mollisol classifieatien as contained -in. the differentia . ..:criteria used 
in the 7th.Approximation (85). 
Total Phosphorus 
Total . phosphorus was consis,tently, gr ea tel:', in. the. mounded soil 
pedon3 than in the.,associated intermound. pedon:.O, (Tables IV and.V). 
In pedon 3 the range,was frem a.· lew of· 179.2, ppm,in th&iA21 to a high 
of 338.0 in, the B3, horizon •. The B2lt· of the·,peden.O,eon.tained a low 
of 1. 45 ppm with· a .. high of 214 ppm,· in the Alkhori:zon..,a Total phosphorus 
distribution- in'..the. intermsund and m0und.ed ,.seiL.pedons are shown in 
Figures 24 and 28. 
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CLASSIFICATION OF MOUNDED SOILS AND ASSOCIATED 
INTERMOUND SOILS OF THE STUDY AREA 
SITE I 
Classification 
Soils occurr;i.ng in Site I and in the.genez:a.Lvicinity that is 
associated with InOllnds are classified according .. to. the 7th Approximation 
Classification System currently.in use, developed·by.the· Soil Survey 
Staff.USDA (85). Soil classification in this system emphasizes 
diagnostic horizons of the soil pedon. The soil pedons are classified 
by placing them in six categories, namely; Order~.Suborder, Great Group, 
Subgroup, Family, and Series (Soil Survey Staff.USDA 1960, 1967, and 
others). 
Orders are the highest category·. in the classification system. In 
... 1967 there were 10 orders recognized in classifying:.soils of the world. 
The differentiae used· among· the· orders were deveioped:with emphasis on 
.. properties that indicate the intensity of pro~esses·-that develop soil 
· · horizons. Soil within· a particular -order contains similar character-
.. is tics indicating similar influences·:of soiL.forming processes. 
Suborders are subdivisions of orders bas~d.;; on: th•e: characteristics 
that emphasize· the similarity of origin. The'.subordername comtains 
· two syllables. The color·associatedwith·wetnese·:is.used to define 
suborders in each order .in which it is. found-;.:· Soil:.variations caused 
7Q 
by different types of climate,· vegetation, chemical or mineralogical 
processes are also used in determining·the·suborder divisions. 
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Great groups: are subdivisions of suborders·. Each great group is 
defined within its suborder, primarily on the presence.or absence of 
diagnostic horizons· and· the arrangement ··of those·.horizons present. 
Where horizon· arrangements do·not vary·within a suborder, other 
diagnostic properties· are· used, :. such ·as, '.base·· saturation;·. irreversible 
soil .. hardening, properties . of ·clays·, ·.·tonguing. of· eluvial .- horizons into 
.illuvial horizons, or soil temperature. 
Subgroups are subdivisions of the great· groups •.. ··: Subgroups indicate 
:the variations of soils.froma central conceptof:the·great group. 
·varying.properties are.usuallyintergradesto·other·greaLgroups, sub-
. orders or orders. Descriptive adjectives are·used :.to -specify particular 
·situations.exemplifiedin soils, truncated·by rock;·.or extra thick 
surface layers. 
Families are subdivisions of subgroups. Soil:.textures; mineralogy, 
reaction and·· temperature are the main .properties0 used .in. this part of 
the classification wi,th· permeability-, soil· depth;·: slope;· coatings and 
soil consistency used·in some speciaLdivisions;..: Each family name 
requires· one· or more names. One family- name· consists~ of adjectives 
modifying'.thesubgroup name • 
. Particle-,.size :modifiers used in the· family. classes ·.are taken from 
depth limits·within· the:.pedon· and: is :referred:to·.as th~- control section. 
Where there are no contrasting textures between:,.the·. top·:of· the argillic 
horizon and a depth· of· l: m; the particle· size::modifiers · are determined 
from the:whole argillic .horizon· if·it is· less,·than'.50· cm·thick or from 
the upper· 50 cm· if· the· argillic horizon· is· more··than· 50: cm thick. In 
other soils without argillic horizons·. particle size modifiers or 
substitutes are applied· from a depth of- 25 cm to 1.:m~.or to rock,. if 
present,· at a shallower depth~·· ·· In soils having- a .:depth. to rock less 
than· 36 cm,· particle-size modifiers. or substitutes: are·. applied from 
the surface to the rock strata. 
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··. Fine'-silty-.. mixed thermic consists of a loamy·.particle size in. the 
control section that has less::than.15:percent-of-.fine~sandand between 
18 and 35 percent clay. 
Fine loamy: has· 15· percent: o.r'.more: of·. fine·-sand ::.o.r:.coai:ser particles 
and contains.18·to 35 percent·.clar.in:.the·fine·:,earth::fraction in the 
control section. . Siliceous .. indicates·:.more .. than -90-.percent of minerals 
present. are resistant to weathering •. : .. :~ sails::.in: the:'.control section. 
average more·than 35 percent·.clay--.but::less:::than:.60:percent clay. 
Clayey .. is· used to:: indicate .a·.i;layey-skeletaLin~the::control section 
. which-is. soil: .. containing. numerous,: fragmentf:i:,. .such·:.as·.shale, with the 
fine. earths .filling .. in .. the·.pores~~ .::Shallow: .indicates soils have a depth 
of 36 cm.or less over rock. 
Mixed indicates that the·clay fraction:.is~not· dominated by any.one 
mineral.· Thermic · : indicat.es :.soil temperatu.re--:within:a: range of 15° to 
20° occurs at a depth .of-.50·.cm;or.: at·.the· .. depth·~oLroclt:.if thickness of 
soil is·shallower than this depth. 
SoiLSeries, the lowest;--:level·of:classification,·~comprises a group 
of· soils that is· similar in·.its-.differen:t.iating-:charac.teristics. The 
series .name :is .. generally a .prope:r:::.n.ame·:of-:a:.piace:.where:_ the soil was 
first described. 
Two .soil .orders·are represented .in,areas:centaining--mounded soils 
in the study area and: both· of· these· orders~-are .represented in soil 
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pedons of Site I. These ,are the Mollisols :.and Alfisols·~ The classifi-· 
cation of soils in the study- area associated· with mounds, including 
those in Site I, are shown in Table VI. The following discussion 
explains theterms as they.are used.in.the.classification system. 
:. : Mollisols .. are·.mineral soils .that have· dark .surface horizons 
(mollic epipedon) more than 25 · cm thick: unless the solum:'.. is thin, . The 
·soil· sturcutre is·sufficiently strong to maintain:a horizon that is not 
both· massive and hard or very hard .when .dry •. Colors of both broken 
and· crushed samples have· Munsell color values darker than 3. 5 when 
.moist and 5~5 when dry and.chromas of·less·than:3~5 when:moist. Base 
saturation is 50percent or more •. At least.0~6 percent more 
organic .carbon. (l · percent .. organic matter)· is ::present·. throughout the 
horizon. 
Udollis a.suborder.of Mollisols that·are:normallymoist in the 
argillic.or.cambic.horizon but.may:be occasionally dry. 
The.Hapludoll great group includes Udolls.that:lack argillic 
horizons. The subgroup:Lithic Hapludolls:in this study has a lithic 
contact:consisting·of·sandstone at·a·shallow depth, 
The· Argiudoll ··great·· group· includes T:Jdolls· .. that:have: thin argillic 
horizons. (the ratio of clay·content··of·Al·tothe B2t·'.horizon needs to 
be 1.2 or greater)~ The.subgroup Typic Argiudolls is·the·major concept 
of this great group • 
. .. : ... The. subgroup:Aguic Argiudoils .has .mottles .near the:surface indica-
ting. extended periods of wetness. 
~: ·.:The. Paleudoll great group .consists of Udolls that have thick 
argillic horizons· in which the. c.ontent ·· of claydecreases slowly with 




















Great Group. · Subgroup_. Family Series 
Hapludolls. Lithic Hapludolls. 
Hapludolls Aquic Hapludolls. 
Argiudolls ... Typic Argiudolls. 
Argiudolls. Aquic Argiudolls 
Paleudolls. Aquic Paleudolls. 
Paleudolls Aquic Paleudolls .. 
Paleudolls _ . Aquic Paleudolls _ .... 
Paleudolls .. . Aquic Paleucollsa _ 
Paleudolls- .. Vermic Paleudolls~ 
Albaqualfs .... Mal.lie Albaqualfs .. 
Albaqualfs ... Mollie Albaqualfs, 
Paleudalfs. Aquic Paleudalfs 
Loamy, siliceous Collinsville 
thermic (mixed) 
Clayey, mixed~.. Talihina 
thermic, shallow 
Fine, loamy, Bates 
siliceous, thermic 
Fine, mixed, Bonham 
thermic 






























:Present Soil Classification according ... t.o .ariteria. ef· the ¥th._,A¥~-Qx.ilnation 
This is the proposed Soil Classification · 
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upper part of the argillic horizon;·· at some time during. the year 
ground water stands in the mottled horizon. 
Alfisols have light·colored surface··soils, designated as ochric 
epipedons and argillic horizons with moderate base'.Saturation with 
available ·water at· least 90 · days during the growing:::.season. Alfisols 
differ from· the Mollisols · primarily by having· less :.organic matter in 
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the surface· horizon· and by being more highl)l'.leached of plant nutrients. 
The·suborder Aqualfs includes soils having.mottled,. low chromas 
or concretions near·the·surface·indicating·~tended:periods of wetness. 
The Albagualfg:r;eatgroupconsists of Agualfs that have an abrupt 
textural.change between the.eluviated·and illuviated.horizons. The 
subgroup:Mollic Albaqualfs bas·a dark coloredsurfacehorizon that is 
less thau:25 cmin thickness. 
Udalfs is a suborder-of: the Alfisols. that have:.higher chromas and 
less mottling:indicating:good drainage.· 
The Paleudalf. great group: in~ludes·Alfisols: thaeb.a:i:re great thick-
ness with a very: gradual decrease· in clay with.:depth:;; ::.Aguie Paleudalfs 
comprise. a· subgroup• that· contains· colors· or.: mottling within 7 5 cm of 
the soil·surface·which indicates·excessivewetness~du,:ing the growing 
season. 
Hapludalfs.are great·groops:.of.:~the•Alfisols .that are not as 
developed to the depths of the P.aleudalf great· gt:Ot'.lp. Albaquic 
Hapludalfs have an abrupt textural· change between. an: eluvial horizon 
and the argillic.horizon. They .. alsohavemottles·with:low chromas in 
the upper 25 cm of the argillic indicating long periods of excessive 
wetness. 
Major Morphological Characteristics of Soils 
in Site I. 
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The major differences in morphological characteristics of the mound 
and intermound. pedons .are shown by-. the more friable, and less dense 
surface soil of the mounded. soil than .the .in.termeu.nd .. soil. Degradation .. 
is less in the mound with a consistently higher base.' sa,turation through-
out the pedons. Soil mottling.and low chromas.are.not as close to the 
surface as in the intermound soils. Thelighter:colors of the Al and. 
low base saturation of A21, coupled.with the more abrupt'"clay increase 
of the argillic horizon, separate the intermound pedon.significantly 
from the mounded soiL pedon in classification. .. It. is, apparent that 
the significant difference in the development of these pedons is 
primarily traceable to the effects.of high.concentration of organisms 
in the epipedon of the.mounded.soils. The location of many crotovinas 
and worm casts about.the.mounds document their concentrations about 
these mounded soils. The correct. classification sµould recognize 
biological. influences with a vermic modifier. However, at this time. 
no vermic subroup.hasbeen included in the 7th Approximation with 
the appropriate great group classification. 
Representative of· the mound, ,pedon.3· is· classified:·,.as:.a fine silty 
mixed, thermie. A.quic PaleudolL., · It is separated- from-.a.11 other soils 
classified .in the· vicinity of the study in the family .. level of classif.i.,.. 
cation, (Table VI. This leaves the series,name undetermined. 
In the intermound area of.SiteI,.pedon·numbered.(J is separated. 
from other soils mappedcinc:the immediate,area in thecGreat group. leveL _ 
of classification.-. It is classified .as;;.a, fine,, .mixed, thermic 
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Albaquic HapludalL . The ,series name: is,abo.undetermined, 
From .the, findings:._j.n,.this study .. and .by r.esults,obtained by other 
similar investigatiops:cof the ,mounds,,. it. is,.evident::: .. that organisms 
alter the,mounded-soils~in ... measurablecamounts .. , ... The,.r.-es.ulting effects 
• 
establish,a ;,more, highly fertile, porous surface,.soil with greater 
thickness.than.the asseeiated intermound •. , ... These aspects are 
consistently:observed .and may be. predicted ,withc:a, high degree of 
certaintyin·the'leeations studied. 
CHAPTER VII I 
SUMl1ARY AND CONCLUSION 
Many small mounds measui:-ing.about 15 meters in diameter and less 
than one meter in height are scattered intermittently .through a broad 
area in Eastern Oklahoma. This is a part of a vast area containing 
mounds that extends from the southern part of Missouri to the coast of 
Texas. In Oklahoma the mounds are closely associated with the 101.6 cm 
plus rainfall belt. 
Mounded soils studied in Muskogee and Mcintosh Counties, Oklahoma 
and soil pedons were compared to the associated intermound. A mound 
in a 3.25ha meadow containing 46 mounds was used as the nucleus of the 
study (Site I), Soil pedons were described, sampled and analyzed in 
the laboratory, Classification of soils is according to the 7th 
Approximation currently in use by the Soil Survey Staff USDA, 
The mounds in this study occur on landforms, old in origin, having 
soils with subsoils high in clay or having imperveous rock formations 
at a shallow depth that restrict: the downward movement.of water. The 
subsoil is not suitable for the survival of most living organisms in 
the soil environment because of its extreme intermittent wet condition. 
Among the more numerous patrons of the area are the pocket gopher 
Geomys bursarius dutcheri, Eastern or Common Mole Scalopus aquaticus, 
skunks Mephitis mephitis, earthworms Lumbricus terrestris, and white 
grub Lachnosterna fusca. All evidences of biological activity were 
Q7 
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above the slowly and very slowly permeable argillic horizons of the 
soil pedons. Biological activity increased as mottling due to wetness 
decreased. Greater biological concentration about the mound has 
affected the development of the soil. The effects noted were in soil 
density, base saturation and .clay translocation. Measured clay 
accumulation was more gradual into the argillic horizon beneath the 
mound Site I than in the intermound pedons. Increased biological 
activity about the mound was considered to be a prominent factor in 
restricting.degradation and resulting ina thicker darker epipedon 
with less density than in the associated intermound. Where mounds 
were associated with shallow soils over sandstone, the pedons contained 
thick dark epipedons traceable to a concentration of biological 
activity. 
Weight of vegetation production was greater on the mound than on 
the intermound soil in the well managed.meadow containing Site I. In 
heavily grazed areas the reverse was observed to occur, The condition 
was probably caused by the preference of livestock for the vegetation 
growing on the mound. 
Soil density was consistently found to be less in mounded soil 
epipedons than that of the associated intermound: area. . Expand.ing the 
intermound soil to.densities.of themounded soils would account for a 
part of the altitude and size of the mound. It·would·be possible to 
form mounds of common symmetry when.considering.the factors responsible 
for the occurrence of the mound to be due to activities of organisms 
in their attempt to escape·a high water table. Biological activity 
was.most common in mound soils having less mottling than the inter-
mound soil. The central location of animal nests in the mounds also 
indicates movement to reach the protective elevations of the mound. 
The friable, less dense epipedon of the mound.compared to the 
associated intermound has been a unanimous observation, ... Since it is 
a prominent morphologica1 characteristic of themounded:soil of Site 
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I, the feature deserves consideration in the soil classification system. 
Soils in the mound possess qualities required by differentia criteria 
of the 7th Approximation for amollic epipedon. Adjacent intermound 
pedons.lack the required qualities which by comparison indicates the 
significance of contributions by· .organisms to the mounded soils. These 
characteristics suggest themodifier vermic be addedto the classifi-
cation of the mounded soils of the site. Classification of: the mounded 
soils, according to the present differentia .criteria of the 7th 
Approximation, is fine silty, mixed·, thermic· family of Aquic 
Paleudolls. The associated intermound pedon is a member of the fine, 
mixed, thermic family of Albaquic Hapludalf s. 
From observations made of the mounded· soils, .this .study presepts 
evidence that a reasonable composite of factors are responsible for 
the development of the mounded soils, This study reports evidence 
that suggests that the origin of the mounds and their spacing is 
controlled by the macro and micro biological population~ of a site. 
These data and conclusions would suggest an equilibrium with the 
environment over a long period of time. It is probable:as the smallest 
"mole hill" or pocket gopher excavation.is formed, micro life increases 
in covered and decaying vegetation. Soon- this organic material is 
utilized by the earthworm. The site also becomes choice location for 
the mole since the earthworm is a major portion of the.diet of the mole. 
The pocket gopher uses the mound for the more nutritious plant roots 
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and as a safe site for delivery of its young. By the gopher's system 
of digging; by downwash from the surface and contributions of many 
other forms of organisms collecting in the mounds, a more fertile 
organic soil is developed to a slightly greater depth in the earth 
than in the intermound area. By these processes biological activity 
thrives and is able to sustain a higher and better habitat above the 
changing water table. 
Sheet erosion in the intermound areas also contributes to an 
increase in size of the mound by removing soil from the fringes of the 
mound and from the interspace. Lower soil density of the mounds 
caused by rodent activity and excessive runoff between the mounds are 
attributes that affect the size of the mounds. 
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